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I. REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS TO INTER AND INTRA
URBAN SYSTEMS: AN INTRODUCTION
Metropolitan areas and city systems undergo continual change
brought on by forces from the broad political, economic, technologic, and
i.
social environment. Urban geographers have focused their research, in
large part, toward understanding relationships among elements of intra and
inter urban spatial structure. Two facts are apparent: (a) geographers can
benefit from the data derived from remote sensing projects, and (b) past
geographic research, as for example the derivation of spatial regularities
concerning the relative location of people and objects (cities), can be
utilized to refine and assist remote sensing methodology.
Cities may be viewed from a variety of perspectives. Perhaps the
most advantageous view reflects the assumption that cities are "urban
systems" which at any one point in time reflect a multitude of interacting
social, economic, and physical processes. In order to understand this
complex system called a city, and the processes which lead to its growth
and development, data concerning an enormous number of subsystems and
element relationships must be available to scientific researchers. On the
other hand, effective urban planning and urban management, the use of
urban process knowledge, requires information as to the state of the urban
system within specific but different time frames.
/
A system of cities at any one point,in time may also be viewed as
the result of the processes listed above. The geographic literature is rich
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in studies, both theoretical and empirical, which focus on locational and
functional facets of systems of cities. While sets of data necessary for
the definition and evaluation of regional systems of cities is generally
available in the U.S. , different sets are collected within different time
frames. Secondly, for foreign areas, particularly underdeveloped countries,
information necessary for both regional and national planning and evaluation
of the state of the city system is not readily available.
• Monitoring macro and micro urban elements serves to describe the
current status of urban activities and permit the measurement of change.
While the monitoring function can take place in a variety of time cycles,
continuous monitoring would, of course, give the greatest capability for
understanding the cyclical nature of the processes being examined.
Ultimately this means the recording and tabulating of urban transactions as
s
they occur, always keeping current accounts of those phenomena of impor-
tance. The systems required to monitor total intra and inter-urban change
would be enormously complex and fantastically expensive. To be sure,
geographers, planners, operations-re search investigators/ and others are
working on components of this problem, and, in some cases, subsystems of
the intra-urban change detection system are being developed. Considerable
experience and knowledge has been gained from basic and applied research
into the nature of urban systems - to the point that some important elements
can be delineated.
-3-
This report focuses on components of two theoretically different, but
operationally similar, aspects of urban geography: (1) definition and analysis
of central place systems, and (2) urban change analysis and detection.
Both of the research areas overlap in a methodological sense and, therefore, /
i
are not so diverse as to preclude their examination within the context of a
single work program.
Remote Sensing Potential
The day-to-day recording of a variety of urban transactions, such as
new buildings, new street openings, population movements, the entrance,
exit, and movements of commercial and industrial enterprises, urban flows,
etc. combine to make it difficult to develop an operable urban change
detection system. Employing conventional modes of monitoring these
activities most often result in costs which are prohibitive. However not
having information about the various subsystems in metropolitan areas, and
the non-optimal decision making resulting therefrom is likewise costly.
Presently, attempts at urban change detection systems rely heavily on data
from conventional sources. Urban planning studies have also placed some
reliance upon aerial photography to identify some elements of change,
primarily that associated with land use.
In a system of cities context, remote sensing is seen as a data
acquisition device which can provide timely and definitive data with respect
to the makeup of regional systems of cities and their functional relatedness.
Given the capability to define these systematic relationships and the data
j
necessary for the monitoring and evaluation of change, information of value
to geographers, regional and national planners, and decision-makers can be
made available through computerized information systems.
It is the contention of the investigators of the Institute of Urban and
Regional Research, both geographers and planners, that remote sensing can
be applied to maintain current inventories of selected urban activities and
thus has utility for urban change research. However, remote sensing
cannot be considered a general solution for all urban information needs.
Inter Urban Studies: Systems Context
The location and functional makeup of cities and the spatial and
economic relationships between cities has long been of concern to geogra-
phers, economists, and regional planners. As mentioned pre-yiously, the
theoretical and empirical geographic literature focuses on the locational and
functional aspects of regional systems of cities. Urban places act as nodes
for the production and distribution of goods. In theory, their location and
the goods which they distribute are inexorably interrelated. Theories put
forth by Losch and Christaller have provided the basis for extensive empirical
research centering on defining urban locational processes.
In a more applied sense, understanding the economic interrelationships
among cities and between cities and their hinterland yields valuable infor-
mation to geographers attempting to deal with a wide range of processes and
to regional planners attempting to plan for orderly economic growth and
development. Regional and national planners, especially in economically
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dcvcloping countries, nro faced with the tasks of providing a range of services
to the central population, and facilitating economic growth. This two-fold
task requires information concerning the existing system of production and
distribution nodes, as well as information concerning the change in inter-
urban relationships over time. Monitoring the outcomes of the implementation
of public policy with respect to national and regional development is an
important input to decision-making concerning the application or withdrawal
of alternative policies whose purpose is to facilitate orderly development of
the country's resources.
Intra Urban Change Detection: Systems Context
Remote sensing research within urban areas currently includes
housing quality studies and the identification of land use, with preliminary
investigations beginning in commercial structure and urban transportation.
Extending experiments in remote sensing of urban environments to provide
a data base for the maintenance of an urban change detection system also
seems feasible. It is clear that we cannot provide, given the present
state of the arts, a variety of social or economic information concerning
households and firms, although we believe that functional relationships
between the physical environment and the social and economic environment
can be formulated.
Report Outline
The remainder of this report consists of five chapters dealing with
remote sensing inputs to the general problem of obtaining data of utility for
r
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urban planning, management and research. Chapter II presents a conceptual
structure and outline of an urban information system and provides a pers-
pective for the empirical research of Chapters III, IV, V, and VI. A final
chapter summarizes the work presented in the report and comments on general
problems associated with research of this nature.
The overall conceptual structure provided in Chapter II is a result of
collaboration by Drs. Kenneth J. Dueker and Frank E. Horton. The latter
author served as principal investigator for the entire project. The problem
addressed in the chapter is how to integrate remote sensing data with
conventionally collected information in a system that describes and reports
urban change. User requirements, data compatibility, spatial referencing,
and imagery utilization problems are discussed, among others.
Chapter III describes research which compares imagery derived land
use information with conventionally collected data. The study area is
Washington, D.C. and the comparison data was provided by the Metropolitan
Washington Council of Governments (COG) for two dates, 1968 and 1970.
The imagery was available at three scales, approximately 1:50,000, 1:100,000,
and 1:382,000. The major methodological problem was that the COG data
is derived from "parcel" ownership records so that streets and quasi-public
space is omitted from areal totals. A corrective adjustment for this problem
is explored for the residential component. ; The results are quite positive in
many respects. The responsibility for this work was that of the principal .
investigator.
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The next chapter also deals with the Washington, D.C. region.
Prof. Dueker contributed to this analysis. The primary purpose of the
research was to explore the nature of the relationships among imagery derived
data and variables tabulated by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for the 1970
Population and Housing First Count Summary Tapes. A correlation and
multiple regression design attempts to determine the feasibility of repli-
cating "census like" variables from high altitude imagery. The basic
hypothesis must be considered tenable but very systematic research will be
needed to establish operational procedures which have a high degree of
reliability.
Chapter V discusses work done in collaboration with the USGS
"Census Cities" project through the assistance of James Wray. Dr. John
Mercer coordinated the research which involved imagery interpretation, field
work, and local agency evaluation of products. The study area was Cedar
Rapids, Iowa and the cooperation of the Linn County Regional Planning
Commission, particularly Mr. Robert M. Donnelly, is acknowledged. The
research utilized a nine category land use code adapted from the "Census
Cities" project. Census tracts were the areal unit of observation and
imagery was at a scale of 1:100,000 with 1:50,000 photography used as a
check or interpretation. Tabular and graphic output, including First Count
census variables, was provided to the planning commission for evaluation.
The agency critique stressed the disparity between their normal working unit,
traffic zones (100 in number), and census tracts (30 in number).
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The sixth chapter was completed under the direction of Dr. Gerard
Rushton. The focus of this research is on a regional system of cities, that
is inter urban analysis. A space photograph of Atlanta, Georgia and the
surrounding region taken by Apollo DC astronauts from 106 miles in altitude
served as imagery for this work. Urban places were delineated and area
measurements made, transportation routes counted, and other pertinent
attributes of the system of cities recorded. A mathematical model and
computer algorithm were developed and tested for the ultimate purposes of
aiding in imagery interpretation and utilizing such inputs for regional studies.
The research presented in this reporc could not have been completed
without the able assistance of research assistants from the Department of
Geography and the Program in Urban and Regional Planning at the University
of Iowa. Research assistants included Mr. Robert Ellinger, Mr. Fred
Ermuth, Mrs. Nancy Hultquist, and Mr. Robert Schmitt, Ph.D. candidates
in the Department of Geography and Mr. Joel Biggs and Mr. Brad Pearson
students in the Program in Urban and Regional Planning. Drafting for the
report was undertaken by Bill Stanley, Department of Geography.
We also owe thanks to Dr. Borden D. Dent, Georgia State University,
Department of Geography for providing the base maps of Georgia appearing in
Chapter VI. That department also provided a place from which the activites
of the Atlanta field investigation could be coordinated. That assistance is
gfeatfulj.y5 acknowledged. '
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II. URBAN CHANGL DETECTION SYSTEMS:
REMOTE SENSING INPUTS
The expected increase in the availability of data from satellite and
aircraft imagery provides the impetus for greater concern with the develop-
ment of geographic information systems for urban analysis. This chapter
explores the possibility of remote sensing technology providing inputs to
geographic information systems for urban change detection. Urban change
detection refers to the general problem of monitoring the urban system and
discerning changes that are occurring within that system that are of interest
to urban planners, managers, and researchers. The geographic information
system problem is one of extracting point, line, and area information from
maps or imagery; interpreting the phenomena to be associated with those
points, lines, and areas or patterns thereof; providing data file structures
and storage techniques; setting up input mechanisms; providing for com-
parative analyses between data files; and producing output upon user
demand in graphic, printed, or machine readable form.
Administrative recordkeeping systems such as building permits, and
survey data such as census and origin-destination data have in the past
proved to be useful information for detecting changes within cities. However,
these kinds of information are expensive to collect and process; good studies are
undertaken only infrequently. Further, the lag time between collection and
data delivery is often excessive. Conventional aerial photography and
, - f>
more recently, color infrared imagery have proved extremely useful in providing
v* -10-
. V
inventories of changes in various urban subsystems at more frequent time
intervals than conventionally collected data. The problem addressed here
is to integrate remote sensing data with conventionally collected data in a
system that describes and reports urban change.
In order to successfully integrate remote sensing data with func-
tioning urban change detection systems it is also necessary to describe a
conceptual framework for encoding spatial data, particularly data that
exhaustively partitions a region into polygons. Thus, this chapter also
addresses alternative encoding schemes.
In the sections that follow an attempt is made to set forth the status
and prospects for urban change detection systems and remote sensing inputs
to these systems. Although there is a vast amount of technology available
the system designer must select and assemble elements that can be inte-
grated into a feasible and operational system capable of serving the needs
and objectives of the user. Given that explicit objectives for urban change
detection systems cannot be expressed very precisely without a city specific
context/ it is apparent that a vast number of alternative systems are
possible.
Problem
Urban change may be partitioned into changes in the physical, social,
and economic subsystems of the city. Remote sensing provides a means of
discerning physical changes in the distribution of activities which in turn
are related to social and economic changes within the system. Clearly an
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important problem area for research is the functional relationships between
i
land use and other elements of the urban environment. Chapter IV, for
example, explores the structural form of ecpaations relating small area popu-
lations of urban areas to imagery derived variables. It is recognized that
for many practical purposes imagery from remote sensors will only partially
supplant conventional inputs to an overall change detection system. Other
data such as from surveys or administrative recordkeeping systems will
remain important inputs. The initial research task is to evaluate all data
sources related to change and to identify those indicators which describe
change in a way that it is useful to those who need information. Subse-
quently construction of systems which monitor those variables and reports
data in final form to the users is necessary.
v
Different users have different requirements. Depending on the class
/
of user, whether he be local, state or federal, the urban change detection
system may or may not have to be linked to local or metropolitan record-
keeping functions. Thus total system design recommendations can be quite
different depending upon the expected use and scope. If the use is
primarily for intra urban area surveillance, it is imperative that the system
be tied into an administrative recordkeeping function. If the purpose is for
comparative analysis between areas or for analysis of regional systems of
cities, then imagery alone may provide the necessary information. A later
chapter (V) explores the problem of utilizing space photography for inter-
urban analysis and although the present discussion does not directly
-12-
address that topic much of the material is isomorphic.
Urban and regional planners have a long standing and for the most
part unmet need, for small-area data on population, employment, and other
activity data. The principal need of the urban planner and manager is
current information on facilities and service demand and on the facilities
and services which supply those needs within small areas. Although traffic
zones and census tracts have proved useful in the past, experience has
proved that basic land use data are often aggregated in several different and
frequently incompatible ways (i.e., school districts, police districts).
Therefore a smaller observational entity, say a city block or block face,
provides the most desirable areal unit with respect to flexibility. Table 1
is a preliminary estimate of user requirements for land use data at various
levels — local, state, and national. Table 1 also classifies users in the
broad functional categories and attempts to determine their need for land use
data in terms of areal units and classification of land.
> Population and employment are probably the most needed small area
data, yet these data are least visible from imagery. It is extremely
important that better accounting methods for population and employment
changes be devised. This means that an effective recordkeeping system
must be implemented in spite of fragmented jurisdictions and other problems
or an appropriate method must be found for estimating population and employ-
ment by measuring variables that are visible from imagery, such as housing
units and activity intensity. However, care must be exercised as
-13-
TABLE I.
User Requirements for Land Use Data
User Type vs. Area Size and Classification
USER
TYPE
NATIONAL
STATE
LOCAL
FUNCTIONAL
TYPE
Community Development
Economic Development
Human Resources
Natural Resources
Community Development
Economic Development
Human Resources
Natural Resources
Community Development
Economic Development
Human Resources
Natural Resources
AREAL
UNIT
Cities over 2500 pop.
Counties
Cities over 2500 pop.
Counties
Cities over 2500 pop.
Counties
Counties
Townships
Cities over 100 pop.
Census tracts for
cities over 25000 pop.
40 acre parcels
(1/16 section)
City block
40 acre parcel
(1/16 section)
City block
40 acre parcel
(1/16 section)
L.U.
CLASSIFICATION
dne-dlgit*
one-digit
one-digit
one-digit urban
two-digit non-urban
two-digit urban
one-digit non-urban
two-digit
two-digit urban
one-digit non-urban
one-digit urban
two-digit non-urban
4 digit urban
2 digit rural
4 digit
4 digit residential
2 digit other
2 digit urban
4 digit non-residential
*One-dlgit classification of land use Into general categories, such
as residential. Industrial, commercial, agriculture, etc.
Two-digit classification of land use breaks each general category
Into subdivisions such as single family residence, two-family
structures, multi-family structures, etc.
Four-digit classification provides an extremely detailed breakdown
such aa distinguishing between retail uses. .
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relationships change. For example, Des Moines, Iowa increased its
housing stock by 150 units but lost 10,555 persons in the period between
1960 and 1970. This exemplifies the potential need for well designed and
detailed studies of urban areas from the structural standpoint which can
feed relationships to highly automated change detection systems relying
essentially on imagery input.
Systems for Urban Change Detection
Urban change detection, as discussed here, focuses on the measure-
ment of changes in the urban environment and their relationships to increased
demand for urban services. This is a legitimate focus in light of the primary
objectives of user groups.
The purpose of this section is to evaluate the requirements for
surveillance or monitoring of urban subsystems and relate those requirements
to urban information system efforts which are underway or being planned in
many metropolitan areas. Thus, the emphasis is upon the surveillance
component of urban information systems useful to planners, operational
decision-makers, and researchers concerned with urban and regional analysis.
Monitoring Urban Systems
Monitoring urban change provides a basis for the description and
maintenance of the current status of urban activities. The monitoring
function can take place in annually, semi-annually, monthly, daily, or
continuous time cycles. Continuous monitoring of course, would provide
the greatest capability for understanding the important cyclical nature of the
-15-
urban processes under examination. In general, to monitor the current
status of urban activities, ultimately means the recording and tabulating of
urban transactions as they occur, always keeping current accounts of those
phenomena of importance to urban analysts and decision-makers in cities.
Monitoring urban systems by keeping current accounts of urban activities
requires a broader administrative and functional framework for metropolitan
recordkeeping than now exists.
Figure 1 illustrates, in terms of a generalized flow chart, an infor-
mation system having the potential to provide information concerning urban
change. A basic hardware-software system is identified, an input
mechanism, data files, and an output system. It also attempts to illustrate
the user environment which consists of a user system, data sources and
data users. The primary basis of the input system is geocoding which
includes all forms of geographic identification of data, entity transformation,
image processing, and of course, conversion to machine-readable form.
Similarly, the software system is broken into elements of retrieval, utility
and statistical subsystems. The data file system separates data into dis-
aggregate data, areal units summaries and time cycle summaries. The output
system identifies forms of output such as a report generator, graphic display
subsystems, mapping and derivative machine records. Finally, potential
data sources and users are identified. As indicated the system should
allow for adequate information flow to a broad spectrum of planning
processes. '
-16-
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Four major data sources can provide inputs to operating urban infor-
mation systems. These data sources consist of primary data from operating
agencies, secondary data collected and usually aggregated by others, survey
data placed directly into the system, and graphic data and other data items
potentially available from remote sensors.
Imagery data are of two forms: 1) maps or other forms of graphics,
and 2) imagery produced by remote sensing techniques. Phenomena and
their attributes which can be observed directly or indirectly from imagery
are numerous. The potential identification of a myriad of urban phenomenon
could easily tax our ability to store such information. Translating direct
observation of phenomenon from imagery into machine-readable form
currently requires tedious coding and the definition of taxonomies necessary
to define particular phenomenon as well as attributes of that phenomenon.
Further coding is required in order to identify locational attributes of the
data items.
In many instances, imagery will provide appropriate data for describing
physical aspects of the urban system. However, in many instances data
concerning a variety of socio-economic processes are also needed. For
such items a source of significance is the use of surveys, either complete
inventories or sample surveys. A complete inventory such as the United
States Census of Housing and Population or urban land use inventories
provide an exhaustive data set which requires considerable monetary
resources to manipulate, update, and utilize effectively. On the other hand,
-18-
application of scientific sampling methodologies normally can provide
reasonably accurate data about many of the phenomenon of interest to urban
analysts and planners. Sample surveys are particularly useful in identi-
fying attitudes and preferences of urban inhabitants and in specifying the
revealed behaviors of urban inhabitants. . Attitudinal surveys attempt to
anticipate people's behavior whereas behavioral surveys such as the Origin-
Destination study, record the actual behavior of the respondent. Data from
these types of surveys are or should be essential inputs into operating
urban information systems, although further research could well indicate
that such data might also be provided efficiently through remote sensing.
While it has been demonstrated that evaluation of variables describing the
physical aspects of urban systems can provide clues about socio-economic
aspects of the system, current technology is relatively meager. Extensive
financial inputs for further research into the acquisition of information related
to socio-economic processes should be given top priority.
The administrative recordkeeping functions of local public agencies
provide a wealth of data for use in a broader planning and management
context. For example, building permit applications are used to ensure that
new construction is inspected and meets the building code provisions.
Similarly, building permit applications can be used to determine areas of
growth within the community and the intensity of that growth. Although it
seems intuitively obvious that administrative recordkeeping functions can
provide useful data to planners and managers within the urban sector, these
-19-
data have not been utilized effectively because of difficulty in translating
administrative forms into machine-readable information and in relating street
addresses to analysis areas. A major difficulty has been a lack of coor-
dination and cooperating between various local and state agencies to develop
metropolitan-wide systems. Remote sensing applications, if carried
beyond segmented and individualized efforts to a developed and operational
technology, would effectively bypass many of these considerable handicaps.
System Elements
There are three important dimensions or elements associated with
urban information systems. The first is a methodology for specifying a
spatial location, the second deals with temporal questions, and the third
is related to the kind of phenomena being observed.
Methods of spatial location, often termed geocoding, refers to means
of specifying location in a machine-readable form. Essentially there are three
alternative methods for identifying location: 1) direct digitizing, 2) area
unit codes, and 3) unique addresses such as street addresses which then
must be translated to geographic coordinates or areal unit codes. Direct
digitizing of observations to x-y coordinates is the usual method chosen
when the data source consists of imagery, maps or other graphics. Assign-
ments of areal unit codes to observations is a usual procedure when con-
ducting surveys. Depending on the type of survey and the sample size,
areal units will vary from individual blocks to aggregations of census tracts.
Finally, a procedure which is gaining greater acceptance is the machine
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translation of street addresses to either geographic coordinates or to areal
unit codes. The street address translation process requires a Geographic
Base File, specifying a directory of street address ranges for each areal unit.
The street address translation process obviously allows greater utilization
of administrative recordkeeping files for use in urban planning and management.
Whatever its nature an operational urban information system must have the
capability to translate data from imagery, surveys, and administrative
recordkeeping functions and relating those data to a common geographic base.
The frequency with which the data base is updated depends upon the
use of the data and the rate at which specific phenomena change status.
Determination of the appropriate frequency for acquiring new imagery, surveys,
or evaluating data from recordkeeping functions must be determined.
Definitive decisions regarding daily, weekly, monthly, annual or bi-annual
updating of specific data elements is a necessity. Clearly, data items
requiring constant updating and maintenance should not be obtained by re-
inventory methods, but by imagery analysis or continuous monitoring of
administrative recordkeeping. Surveys and inventories should be confined
to that data which cannot be obtained by any other method.
The third information system element deals with the kind of phenomena
to be measured. This element has continually plagued urban analysts,
managers and planners. While it is easy to point out that social, economic,
and physical phenomena should be measured and integrated into information
system files, specific identification of needed data items and their attributes
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varies from place to place and system to system. A case in point involves
thk concept of population density. Low income families, regardless of the
density, require many more and different public services than do middle and
upper income groups. A high density of children implies quite different
service demands from the same density of adults. Further, the level of
areal reporting, that is the size of the tract or zones utilized in the system,
can make some measures quite insensitive to real changes in the situation
being described. Consider, for example a twenty-five story high rise with
four apartments per floor and having a base of one/fourth acre (a square
with edge of about 104 feet). Assume each apartment contains three people
and that the complex is located on a wooded twenty-five acre tract. In
comparison, consider a similar twenty-five acre tract subdivided into one/
fourth acre lots, each with a single dwelling unit with three occupants. A
few simple calculations will show that population per unit areVi is equal for
the two tracts; yet no one would deny that two very dissimilar residential
situations exist. Combined with demographic and economic elements such
situations produce quite complex patterns that require careful scrutiny before
decisions are made as to the variables included in an urban information
system.
In the above example, 'open space per person' might be a relevant
variable or perhaps even 'open space per unit ' . While it is apparent
remote sensing can provide some of the data items desirable for urban
change detection the overall capability of the technique for this purpose is
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yet unknown. As refinements in methodology and advances in technology
are made a continuing research program can be utilized, through feedback
mechanisms, to expand the utility of the developments for urban and
regional research. Urban researchers, administrative functionaries, and
remote sensing experts, through cooperative research efforts and experi-
ments, may greatly extend the domain of application of remote data acquisi-
tion methodology.
It should be apparent from the previous discussion that data sources
and system elements must be integrated into an information system in order
to achieve current data about social, economic, and physical variables by
small areas for planning and management. Such integration requires an
explicit statement of objectives based on the data needs of the prospective
user group and the nature and scope of the desired system.
A System for Urban Change Detection
Given the previous element definition, it is possible to illustrate a
conceptual structure for an urban change detection system having general
applicability. Figure 2 schematically portrays such a general system, the
nature of its use, and the means by which updating the system invokes the
detection of change.
Obviously there is the distinction between system development and
utilization. The significant aspect here is that the original development
should permit and even encourage flexibility and growth, thereby allowing
the introduction into the system of developing technology. Tracing through
-23-
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the direction of flow shown in the diagram suggests another important
point, namely that urban change detection has three distinct components:
1) aggregation of urban transactions within time intervals is necessary,
2) the state of the urban system is described by reporting the level or current
value of all the separate variables for a specified time, and 3) change
detection is possible by comparing the state of the urban system at two
different points in time. When information from imagery and aggregations
of transactions for two different time periods are compared change can be
monitored and described. Inventory methods or say a single space photo-
graph provides only a "picture" or status report for a point in time. This
makes it apparent that the temporal aspects of recording, aggregating, and
comparing information must each be given careful thought in developing and
utilizing a change detection system.
While initial contemplation may suggest an annual update urban
transactions can be accumulated and reported much more frequently. Infor-
mation from operational remote sensing platforms can be expected to be
available on a frequent basis also. Some planning needs and especially
research needs will find yearly updates insufficient for "real time" analysis
and evaluation, but many other uses would find such data adequate. Almost
any advances would be beneficial that improve upon the current situations
where data describing the status of the urban system several years ago is
used to predict the status several years hence, while neglecting the current
state of relevant variables that could easily be discerned.
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Two research efforts related to general urban change detection of
interest are underway. One is the USAC Municipal Information System
Projects being undertaken in six cities, two of which are comprehensive
while the others are focusing upon a particular subsystem. Charlotte,
North Carolina and Wichita Falls, Texas are developing complete municipal
2information systems that should provide for urban change detection. How-
ever, these systems focus primarily on the needs of urban administrators
and managers, thus the needs of planners and;researchers may not fully be
met. The U.S. Department of Transportation is funding research and
development in information systems to monitor urban change for purposes of
3
the continuing phase of urban transportation planning. This work focuses
on planning needs. Budget requirements for transportation planning may force
choices as to geographic scale and frequency of update that might not be
suitable for other users. Although it is probably not possible to design a
system to be of use to all kinds of users, additional research needs to be
done that provides sensitivity testing of important system elements such as
areal aggregation, temporal frequency and the kinds of phenomena to be
observed and collected as a function of user needs. In addition, it is
important that we obtain the marginal costs of responding to particular needs.
For example, how much additional cost is involved in using the city block
as contrasted to the traffic zone as a unit of observation. Is the additional
cost worth satisfying the additional user? Similarly, is an annual update
as contrasted to a bi-annual update worth the additional cost in terms of
-26-
satisfying additional users?
Encoding Spatial Data
The purpose of this section is to develop a conceptual framework for .
encoding spatial data for incorporation into urban change detection systems.
Geographic information systems differ from other information systems in the
explication of locational identifiers, and the importance of the locational
identifiers in manipulating data. Spatial data are stored in machine-
readable form, not as the image itself, but in some abstract form, such as
intensity values for small grid units or attributes of areal units.
A frequently used approach is to relate land use data to a fixed grid.
An example of a fixed grid would be one based on a lattice containing equal
sized areas, such as a square mile as contrasted to variable sized areas
such as counties or census tracts. The predominant land use or distribution
of land use by percentage or acres are associated with the observational grid
or areal unit. Aggregating or generalizing interpreted land use data to a
larger area results in some information loss, but the data input, storage,
and retrieval is made easier. Knowing that 50 percent of a particular square
mile area is residential provides less information than replicating the image
which indicates how the residential land is distributed in the area and its
proximity to the other land uses in the area. Storing data in an aggregated
form limits the kind of questions that can be answered but greatly simplifies
the geographic information system requirements. If in fact, however, this
mode of operation is sufficient in terms of user needs it is surely preferred to
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unoertaking the tremendous systems problems of replicating areas from
imagery a digital form. However, as research and planning goals become
more ambitious our need to replicate images in digital form will become
greater.
The subset of spatial data that are addressed here are those pheno-
mena, such as land use, ownership patterns, and vegetation coverage, that
can be exhaustively partitioned by type or class into regions described as
polygons. For example, assume that an aerial photograph has been exhaus-
tively partitioned into a set of polygons that identify residential, non-resi-
dential, agriculture, wooded areas, and similar land use regions. Repli-
cation of these various sized regions in digital form usually is done as a
sequence of coordinate values or equivalents describing the perimeter of
each area.
Technical problems in the development of a geographic information
system in the generic sense can best be approached by developing a con-
ceptual framework for encoding points, lines, and areas and then evaluating
alternative ways in which this geographic data can be input, stored,
retrieved, and output. Clearly, the major issue is the efficient manipulation
of geographic data. Once that issue is determined, any number of data
items related to a specific point, line or area can be included providing
additional storage allocation is made.
All elements of the information system including input and output
must be viewed in the context of handling geographic data encoded as points,
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lines, or areas. For example, data might be abstracted from imagery in
terms of coordinates for points, and areas encoded as a sequence of points.
Data might then be stored as coordinate values for points making up areas,
and the data might be displayed as line segments making up the system of
areas. Clearly, the input, storage, and output encodings are not inde-
pendent. Translation from one stage to another must be thought out in
advance.
Figure 3 illustrates alternative encoding methodology. Depending
upon ultimate needs, and the storage media and file structure environment,
not aU possible encoding schemes need be utilized. However, more than
one is usually needed to provide redundancy for editing, error detection,
quality control, and completeness. Some encodings can also be generated
from others, which provides the means for edit. Each of the procedures
listed have a variety of advantages and disadvantages associated with them
when viewed in light of the storage, comparison, retrieval, and output
elements of the geographic information system.
The choice of an encoding method from the alternatives listed in
Figure 3 must be made considering: 1) usefulness in terms of purpose, 2)
ease of data capturing or encoding, 3) ability to be generated from other
encodings for error detection, 4) ambiguities, cau'-sed by non-unique
identification, 5) ease of synchronizing image data to descriptive data at
input, and 6) storage media and file structure availability. When comparing
these criteria with the possible encodings, some encodings are more
-29-
Possible Encodings
1 . Areas encoded as polygons made up as a sequence of points
E(a): A(6,5,ll,10,7,6)*
E(b): A( l ,2 ,6 .7 .8 , l )
2 . Areas encoded as being contiguous to other areas (where ff
is the area outside the area system)
E(b): A(c,a,d,jZD
E(a): A(c,d,b)
3. Line segments encoded in relationship to their end-points and
their contiguity to areas
E<l,2):A(b.j00
E(l,8):A(0.b)
E(2,3):A(c,/2T)
'o ' 1 reverse encoding for redundancy editE(b ,Z) : A(c,b) '
4. Points encoded as being connected to other points
E(l): A(2,8)
E(2):A(1,3,6)
5. Points encoded as being related to areas
: A(|Zf,b)
E(3):AG2T,b)
• ' • ' • ' " •Figure 3 Alternative Methods of Encoding Geographic Data (1 of 2)
*Read as the entity is area a and attributes are a sequence of point numbers
(5, 5, 11. 10, 7, and 6.
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6. Small grid units encoded as whether part of line segments or not
E(x.y): A(0 or 1) absense or presence of being on a line segment.
7. Small grid units encoded as whether they are same as contiguous grid
U * A JL* W
8 . Point
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1 0
2 1
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4 0
5 0
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nppropriate than others for typical uses of image data in machine-readable
form. For example, areas encoded as polygons (encoding method #1) is
highly useful in itself, can be used to generate other encodings, and can be
encoded with ease. Conversely, areas encoded as being contiguous to
other areas (#2) is less useful and may not uniquely identify an area when
two separate areas are wholly contained within the same larger area. Also,
method #4 is difficult to encode directly, although the encoding can be
generated from method #3.
The input problem can be considered a problem of digitizing and
coding a sequence of points that make up an area, or a line segment.
Alternatively, the image could be scanned and encoded as small x-y cells
which are or are not a part of a line segment. The data storage problem is
one of selecting the appropriate encoding method to meet retrieval needs and
at the same time be compatible with the file structure and medium upon which
the data are stored. Pattern recognition type queries may require contiguity
characteristics about small grid units be stored in a direct access mode so
as to assemble homogeneous regions for comparison to a mask. Other
queries might require comparison of two polygon sets, such as determining
areas of vacent land use with areas of land suitable for industry. In this
case the existing land use data set would be compared to the land capability
'data set. Thus data must be encoded to make area description and area
characteristics accessible and comparable.
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Imagery Generation for Urban Analysis and Planning
Thus far, the nature of the change detection system elements have
been discussed without addressing the nature of the data acquisition system.
Given the previous discussion it is clear that the remote sensing system
required could have a wide range of variability with respect to scale and
resolution parameters. For example, evaluation of changes in the amount
of land devoted to urban uses could utilize small scale low resolution photo-
graphy while delineation of housing quality might require high resolution,
large scale photography.
It would appear, that the most parsimonious data collection system
for urban environments would contain multiple platforms with varying
capabilities which could be called on when necessary. Such a system
would require a minimum of two platforms, one a satellite and the other a
high altitude aircraft with a variety of photographic sensors for small and
large scale photography.
This combination of platforms would provide a cost effective system
for raw data acquisition which could be called on when federal agencies
would require comparative data or when local agencies require updates to
existing data files. Both the aircraft and spacecraft might have multiple
missions in the sense when they were not required for urban surveillance
they may be acquiring data for other agencies requiring earth resources data.
This is particularly true of the spacecraft.
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It would appear that any attempt to develop an instrument package
fora spacecraft that contained all the required data gathering mechanisms,
would be inefficient and unduly costly to utilize for urban surveillance.
In fact, much of the information required will necessitate high resolution and
relatively large scale photography which at this point in time would indicate
a continuing need for aircraft systems. This is obvious from some of the
above discussion and is substantively shown by the research efforts under-
taken in the Cedar Rapids, Iowa area reported in Chapter III. The primary
function of imagery provided by spacecraft would be in the area of regional
urban analysis and planning and perhaps to provide data for evaluating the
, ]
need for updating information files of locial agencies.
Discussion
Current research efforts suggest that functioning urban information
<i
systems are practical and necessary for proper management and research.
This chapter has outlined the basic elements and structural aspects of a
geographic urban information system. Research reported later in this
volume and elsewhere, particularly in the recently completed Remote Sensors
as Data Sources for Urban Research and Planning: Final Report, indicates
that remote sensing can provide data concerning land use, changes in
commercial structure, data for transportation planning, housing quality,
residential dynamics, and most likely data concerning population density.
Therefore as research continues into the utility of remote sensing for the
acquisition of data concerning specific urban phenomenon, an increasing
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proportion of the data requirements of urban change detection systems can be
expected to be supplied by these methods. However, the cost parameters
related to these elements in some cases are unknown. In the absence of a
large scale demonstration project whose purpose is to integrate the various
successful applications of remote sensing into an operational system, it is
necessary to continue evaluation of remote sensing capability on a pheno-
menon by phenomenon basis. As indicated in this paper remote sensing
technology must be considered within the context of user needs, which
determines the appropriate imagery scale, size of areal unit of observation,
any necessary classification schemes, and the need for appropriate data
items.
Urban change detection is only partially a technical problem. It is
perhaps even more an institutional and administrative one where legal,
organizational, and coordination requirements are often the most significant
barriers to an effective system. Admittedly, technical problems do exist,
but the technical problems are often more easily solved than those stemming
from a complex societal environment. In the final analysis the utility of
remote sensing in this area rests on stark economic conditions and the trade-
offs between costs and data delivery time requirements. In essence, this
means clear explication of costs weighed against benefits.
-35-
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III. URBAN LAND USE: THE REPLICATION
OF EXISTING DATA FILES
The previous chapter outlines the "state of the art" of utilizing remote
sensing as a data source for urban and regional analysis. In order to
justify their collection, coding, and use in an urban change detection
system data items must be of some utility to urban researchers, planners,
and administrators. The phenomenon being monitored and measured must
be of interest to a significant user of the urban information system. Two
factors may mitigate this criterion. First, the marginal cost of including
extra variables may be very small in which case a degree of comprehensive-
ness may seem appropriate; second, there may be reason to believe that a
given variable not important at the present time may shortly become so making
historical data series desirable. Monitoring and planning the urban environ-
ment is a complex task involving an expensive technology and, to date,
many man hours of costly survey work. Because of the increasing rate of
change of urban areas and the increasing importance of knowing the status
of these systems on a near real-time basis, remote sensing offers a poten-
tially effective methodology for providing necessary inputs to the data files
of change detection systems. This chapter describes a study undertaken to
investigate the possibility of utilizing imagery to replicate data items which
are currently considered important by urban researchers and planners.
The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the usefulness of
remote sensing imagery at scales of 1:50,000, 1:100,000 and 1:382,000
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to provide information as to the amount of land devoted to particular uses at
the census tract level of aggregation. The utilization of high resolution
imagery at these scales could reduce both the time and cost involved in
securing the desired land use information for the entire urban Complex.
The attractiveness of such an approach lies in the possibility of providing
timely land use information on a continuing basis in a form now utilized by
numerous agencies across the nation.
The Data
The study compared two basic sets of land use data pertaining to
metropolitan Washington, D.C. The first data set was supplied by the
metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (COG) and contains land
use information by census tract (1960 tract definition). These land use
data were originally collected on a parcel basis (in 1968) by the participa-
ting jurisdictions. COG subsequently utilized a variety of methods in
order to assign parcels to census tracts and aggregate the land use informa-
tion on a tract basis. The 1968 data for the District contained 1960 census
tract identifiers which were prepared by the District government. It was,
therefore, only necessary to aggregate the parcel information to the tract
level. Montgomery County, on the other hand, used an address coding
procedure to allocate parcels to 1960 census tracts. Parcels were allo-
cated to subzones and these subzones were subsequently equated with
1960 census tracts.
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In 1970, COG began the task of updating the 1968 parcel file using
1970 land use data and 1970 census tracts. For the 1970 land use file, the
District government developed a relationship between city squares, an areal
unit which has been in use in the District for several years, and 1970 census
tracts. Parcels were allocated to these squares and an equivalence code,
also developed by the District government, was utilized to identify city
squares with 1970 census tracts.
. The 1970 land use file for Montgomery County employed the same
procedure as that for the 1968 file. However, since some census tracts
changed boundaries between 1960 and 1970, the transportation subzones
were no longer directly comparable to these tracts. Changes in land owner-
ship also caused some identification problems.
At the time of the writing of this report, the 1970 land use file is
incomplete. The address coding for Prince Georges County has not yet
been completed, but data are available for 21 of the original 26 tracts.
The COG land use data for 1968 and 1970 vary in reliability with the
1968 data being somewhat more reliable than the 1970 data. The data sets
are, however, comparable in that both contain land uses which are listed
according to the amount of land (in acres) within a census tract devoted to
each of ten major land use categories. Total tract areas are determined by
summing the amount of land in each land use category for each tract. Since
the initial data were obtained from parcel records, the COG files contain no
information on the amount of area devoted to street rights-of-way. The
. -39-
land use classification scheme developed and used by COG is listed in
Table 1; Table 1-A compares the 1968 and 1970 data sets.
The second basic data set was compiled for a sample of 26 tracts
by conventional photo interpretation techniques. Of the 26 tracts examined
in this study, 16 were within the boundaries of Washington, B.C., five
were from Montgomery County, and the remaining five tracts were within the
boundaries of Prince Georges County. The criteria for tract selection were
as follows:
1. The area enclosed within tract boundaries had to be entirely
within the flight line of the imagery used.
2. Compatibility between 1960 and 1970 tract boundaries
had to be maintained.
After meeting these criteria, tracts were selected and the COG data file was
examined to determine the quality of land use information listed for these
tracts.
The source of this second data set consisted of color infrared
imagery at scales of 1:50,000, 1:100,000 and 1:382,000. This simul-
taneously obtained imagery covered a north-south flight line roughly centered
on the central business district of Washington, D.C. The imagery was
secured by NASA in June, 1970 with a Zeiss 9" x 9" format mapping camera
mounted in an RB-57-C aircraft. The high quality of the photography used
in this study enabled interpreters to identify land uses according to the ten
categories mentioned previously. One of the purposes of this study wag to
determine the accuracy of these land use identifications.
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Code
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Table 1
Major Land Use Categories
Category
Residential RESID
Industrial/Storage IND/ST
Education EDUC
Transportation/Communication/Utilities T/C/U
Consumer Services CON/S
Offices OFF
Institutional INST
Public Assembly PUBAS
Parks & Recreation PARKS
f
Underdeveloped & Resource Use UND/R
The Analyses - 1968
The relevant frames of photography were placed on a light table and
census tract boundaries were drawn on mylar overlays. In most cases,
the identification of boundaries presented no problem since they usually
coincide with the locations of streets, railroad tracks or rivers. However,
in a few instances, boundaries were difficult to precisely locate due to the
presence of extensive areas of tree growth. It was also somewhat difficult
to place tract boundaries on the 1:382,000 imagery. The total area within
each tract was then calculated with a dot planimeter. Sections within each
tract devoted to a particular land use were identified, bounded, and the area
calculated. The sum of these area values was then compared with the total
tract area value in order to provide a check on both. If a discrepancy was
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found, both calculations were repeated. Because the primary purpose of this
study was to evaluate the usefulness of various scales of imagery, inter-
pretation of the three sets of imagery were conducted separately and area
calculations were not adjusted across the three scales. This means for
example, that individual and total land use areas were determined for each
of the three scales of imagery resulting in different values for land areas at
the three scales. As might be expected the most difficulty was encountered
when interpreting the smaller scale imagery.
The 1968 and 1970 COG and the imagery derived land use area values
were translated into machine readable form and subsequent computer assis-
ted comparisons were made for census tracts at the three scales.
1968 COG - 1:50.000
The results of the comparison of 1968 COG land use data with the
1:50,000 imagery data are shown in Table 2. The first row represents the
land use area values derived from COG's census summary tape. The second
row lists the corresponding land use area values obtained from the remote
sensing imagery. These latter values were algebraically subtracted from
•-*.
t&e COG land area values and the results are displayed in the third row.
".'•*'-
The last row represents the percentage of each COG, value accounted for
by each respective remote sensing value. In all cases, the land devoted
•^
to streets was assigned to the adjacent land use. (This description of
Table 2 applies to similar tables in the remainder of this chapter.)
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The most consistent difference may be noted from an inspection
of the last column of Table 2. For the District and Prince Georges County
tracts the imagery derived total tract area exceeds the corresponding
areas reported by COG. The differences range from a low of 11.5 acres
to a high of 305.0 acres. Three of the five Montgomery County tracts,
however, have lower imagery derived total land area values than those
reported by COG. The respective tract boundaries were checked and the
total area values were recomputed. The imagery derived values were
verified correct and it appears that three discrepancies are largely due
to errors in the COG data file. For tract 18.0, almost all of the difference
can be accounted for by the 885.4 acres listed for underdeveloped and
resource use. In this case, the utility of remote sensing imagery as
a check on conventional data files is abundantly clear.
Residential
In three out of 26 cases estimates derived from the imagery for
land area devoted to residential use are lower than those reported by
COG. These differences range from a low of 6.5 acres to a high of 24.9
acres. For the remaining 23 tracts, the imagery estimates exceeded the
corresponding COG values with a range of 8.1 acres for tract 28.0
to 231.9 acres for tract 40.0. In general, the magnitude of the differences
in residential land use is somewhat less for the District tracts since
these tracts probably experienced less residential development from
1968-70 than the non-District tracts.
-54-
Industria I/Storage
For this land use category, imagery land area values exceeded COG
values for only three tracts all of which are within the District. The imagery
land area value for tract 72.0 is 96 acres while the COG value is listed
as 36.1 acres. This is the only case in which both data sets reported a
non-zero value for this category. Ten additional tracts have no land area
devoted to this use as determined by both data sets. In the remaining
cases, it appears that the use of remote sensing imagery at a scale of
1:50,000 is insensitive to the presence of small land areas devoted to
Industrial/Storage use.
Educational
Examination of the Educational land use category reveals 14 tracts
with imagery values larger than those reported by COG. These differences
range from a low of 1.9 acres to a, high of 37.4 acres. Six of the remaining
12 tracts have non-zero land area values reported by both data sets with
i
the largest discrepancy being 18.1 acres. Due to the variety of structural
forms included in this category^ proper identification of Educational land
uses is at best difficult.
Tra ns porta tio n/C o mmu nlcatio n/Utilitie s
Land area devoted to this category generally either tends to be
overestimated or is not identified for small amounts of land. Imagery
derived estimates exceeded COG values for nine tracts while COG land
area values exceeded imagery values for four tracts. The remaining 13
-55-
i
tracts had no land devoted to this use. On a relative basis the differences
noted in Table 2 for this category are large especially for tracts 73.2
and 77.1. Excluding land devoted to streets, street rights-of-way, and
railroad yards the remaining land devoted to this category is probably quite
small at the tract level.
Consumer Services
The results of the comparison of the two data sets for this category
are somewhat surprising. In 13 cases, imagery values are larger than the
corresponding COG values but the differences in nine of these 13 cases
are not unacceptable since some of the discrepancy in each case can be
>,
attributed to land area devoted to streets.
Offices
Only five tracts had larger imagery than COG values for land uses
in this category. Three of these five tracts exhibit differences which are
larger than 50 acres. A portion of these differences may be attributed to
land area in street use, but a larger portion probably results from inaccurate
identification.
Institutional
Examination of this category reveals only one tract in which imagery
estimates exceeded those reported by COG. In 11 cases, interpretation
of the imagery was insensitive to the existence of land devoted to this use.
-56-
Public Assembly
Only one tract had a significant proportion of land devoted to this
use. COG reported a value of 34.5 acres for tract 4.0 whereas the imagery
derived value was 11.0 acres resulting in a difference of 23. 5 acres. The
identification of uses in this category was extremely difficult and there
was a tendency to underestimate the amount of land occupied by this
use.
Parks and Recreation — Underdeveloped and Resource Use
Uses in the land use category "Parks and Recreation" are frequently
difficult to distinguish from land devoted to "Underdeveloped and Resource
Use" . In the former case, 18 tracts had imagery values exceeding COG
values while, in the latter case, only one tract had a larger imagery
land area value. There seems to be a tendency for COG values to
over represent land areas in the underdeveloped and resource use category.
In a similar manner, imagery values overestimate the amount of land devoted
to the Parks and Recreation category. As mentioned previously, there is
little doubt that the 885.4 acres listed for Underdeveloped and Resource
Use in tract 18.0 is an error in the COG data.
Discrepancies and Adjustment
The results of this analysis indicate that the largest discrepancies
consistently occur in the amount of land attributed to residential use.
However, the COG data file does not contain land which is devoted to
street use since it was originally developed from parcel information.
-57-
The remote sensing data, on the other hand, does include street use
as part of the amount of land in residential use. Following a procedure
used previously, the COG residential land use values were expressed
as percentages of the COG census tract total land area values. These
percentages were then multiplied by the imagery derived tract totals
to obtain proportional adjustments which should partially account for areas
in street use. This procedure was not applied to tract 18.0 because of
the extreme total area value. The results of these adjustments are shown
in Table 3. The differences between the COG and imagery derived values
were improved in all but five cases. The five tracts for which no improve-
ment was noted had either larger tract totals or larger areas devoted
to residential use according to the COG data. While the adjustment
procedure was appropriate for decreasing the discrepancies in residential
land areas, it was not appropriate when applied to other land use
categories.
-58-
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!^
1968 COG - 1:100.000
Table 4 reveals the differences obtained by comparing the 1968
COG land use values with the 1:100,000 imagery. It can be seen that
23 of the 26 tracts have larger imagery derived total land use values.
The magnitude of difference between the COG and imagery total values
ranges from a low of 9.5 acres for tract 35.0 to a high of 317.0 acres
for tract 77.1. This range does not include tract 18.0 which appears to
exhibit considerable error for the underdeveloped and resource use
category.
Residential
Large plots of residential land, especially suburban land, are
relatively easy to identify. However, small areas interspersed with
non-residential development are sometimes difficult to identify. In
four of the 26 cases, estimates derived from the imagery are smaller
than those reported by COG. The differences range from a low of 6.5
acres for tract 51.0 to a high of 77.6 acres for tract 4.0. Imagery derived
values exceeding COG values ranged from 22.8 acres for tract 36.0
to 160.9 acres for tract 40.0. Although the above mentioned ranges
are greater for the 1:50,000 imagery than for the 1:100,000 imagery
the total error in the latter case is approximately 221.7 acres greater.
Larger errors occurred for several tracts at a scale of 1:50,000 than at
the 1:100,000 scale.
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Industrial/Storage
COG land use acreage values were exceeded In six of the 26
tracts by imagery derived values. Twenty tracts have no land area
devoted to this use as determined by the imagery analysis, while 12
tracts have no recorded land for this category in the COG file.
Educational
For this category, 15 of the 26 tracts have imagery values larger
than the corresponding COG values. In ten cases both data sets repeated
some land devoted to this use with a range of 0.1 acre to 32.6 acres.
Three tracts have zero entries for both data sets. Total error for this
category is 58.3 acres less for the 1:100,000 imagery than for the
1:50,000.
Transportation/Communication/Utilities
As noted previously, this category does not include street rights-
of-way. It does include uses such as bus terminals and railroad stations
however, Both data sets reported no land in this use category for 14
tracts. Only six tracts have larger imagery derived values than those
reported by COG. The difference in total discrepancy between the
1:50,000 and 1:100,000 imagery values is only 7.1 acres. The larger scale
imagery has the smaller total error.
-67-
Consumer Services
The results of the comparison for this category reveal that imagery
land use values exceed those of the COG data for ten tracts. Only four
of the remaining 16 tracts have no land devoted to this use in either
data set. Identification of consumer services is more difficult in
central city tracts. This is supported by the fact that in nine of the
16 District tracts the imagery analysis was insensitive to the presence of
land devoted to this category.
Offices
For this category both data sources reported no land devoted to
office use in 16 tracts. In the remaining 10 tracts, only three had larger
imagery than COG derived area values.
Institutional
The results for this category are identical with the 1:50,000 com-
parison with the exception of tract 61.0 which had 15.0 acres assigned
to institutional use for the larger scale analysis. This singular difference
probably constitutes an identification error since the COG data reveal no
land in this category.
Public Assembly
Examination of this category reveals some similarities to the
corresponding 1:50,000 analysis. However, the larger scale analysis
i
' proved to be somewhat more sensitive to the existence of land devoted to
this use. The tendency for land in this category to be underestimated
is magnified at the 1:100,000 scale.
-68-
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Parks and Recreation — Underdeveloped and Resource Use
The Parks and Recreation category had 18 tracts with imagery values
exceeding COG values. Five of the eight remaining tracts had zero
entries for both data sets. Land uses in the Underdeveloped and Resource
Use category seem to be overstated by the COG data file, and in terms
of land assigned within tract boundaries this is indeed the case. Since
the COG data are based primarily on ownership, it is possible for land to
be allocated to an adjacent tract even though a major portion of it is
not actually within the boundaries of this adjacent tract.
Discrepancies and Adjustment ,
In this analysis, as in the 1:50,000 analysis, the most consistent
discrepancies occur in the residential category. To compensate for the
absence of land area devoted to streets and street rights-of-way the
weightings previously employed were also calculated for the present
analysis. Table 5 shows the results of the weighting procedure for the
1:100,000 imagery. As before, tract 18.0 was omitted from these weighted
land use comparisons. The differences between the COG and imagery
derived residential land use values were decreased in all but six
cases. The tracts characterized by decreased differences are the same
for both the 1:50,000 and 1:100,000 weighting analysis with the exception
of tract 4.0.
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1968 COG - 1:382,000
The analysis of the smallest scale imagery proceeded in essentially
the same manner as for the two previous scales. The results are
encouraging although some difficulties were encountered. Table 6 displays
the specific results by tract. An examination of the last column of this
table reveals that in five out of twenty-six instances imagery derived total
land use values are lower than those reported by COG. The specific
differences in total tract areas range from a low of 2.5 acres to a high of
360.5 acres which compares favorably with the 1:50,000 analysis.
With this imagery there was some.difficulty in locating tract
boundaries and in identifying land use not covering large tracts of land.
Areal calculations proved to be more difficult also. The small scale of
the imagery contributed to this problem.
Offsetting the above mentioned difficulties was the interpreter's
increasing familiarity with the Washington metropolitan area and the land
use patterns of the tracts. It is impossible to know the contribution this
factor made to the analysis, but it seems reasonable to assume that if such
work were done on a continuing basis such familiarity could be used
advantageously.
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Residential
The estimates for the residential land use category when compared
to the 1:50,000 analysis generally appear to be greater. The total error
for this category is 463.7 acres greater than the corresponding errori
for the 1:50,000 imagery. When comparing these results with the 1:100,000
results, the difference in total error is 333.5 acres. These results
indicate that the present analysis is somewhat more deviant from the
COG data than was the case for the two larger scales.
Industrial/Storage
For this category, only tracts 4.0, 72.0 and 16.0 exhibit sub-
stantial differences when compared to the 1:50,000 analysis. A land area
value of 71.0 acres was computed for this imagery while no area was
found to be devoted to this use for either the COG data or the 1:50,000
imagery and only 13.0 acres were computed for the 1:100,000 case.
The discrepancies associated with tract 72.0 are larger at this
scale than those of the 1:50,000 analysis. In the former case land
area devoted to this category exceeds the reported COG value by 264.4
acres whereas in the latter case, the difference is only 59.9 acres.
The COG land area value for this category in tract 16.0 is 0 as is the
value derived from the 1:50,000 imagery. However, both of the smaller
scale analyses reveal a value of 41.0 acres (Tables 4 and 6).
v>
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Most of the differences noted for this category appear to be the
result of the varying importance of identification problems associated
with changing scale. This is especially true for land uses which are
somewhat difficult to identify at any scale due to their relatively small
spatial extent or to the lack of visual indicators related to their presence.
Education
The locations of areas devoted to educational uses has a greater
spatial dispersion than the previous category and therefore the majority
of tracts have some area in education use. Most of the discrepancies
between this and the 1:50,000 analysis are not great. However, when
one adds the discrepancies between the COG values and the imagery
derived values for each of the analyses and finds the difference the two
analyses are seen to differ by 91.0 acres.
Transportation/Communication/Utilities
With respect to this land use category/examination of Tables 2,
4, and 6 reveals that overall the 1:100,000 and 1:382,000 analyses deviate
less from the COG data than the 1:50,000 analysis. Furthermore, the
smallest scale imagery data exhibits less error than the 1:100,000 analysis,
Nevertheless, tracts 60.0 , 73.2, and 77.1 have errors in excess of 25
acres when compared to the COG data.
Consumer Services
Tracts 31.0 and 47.0 have relatively large errors for this category.
Land area values for both tracts are larger than the COG area values by
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31.7 and 33.1 acres respectively. Upon comparing the total differences
of the three scales of imagery with the COG data it is found that this
analysis has the smallest absolute error and the 1:100,000 data exhibits
a smaller error than the 1:50,000 data.
Offices
For this category, tracts 4.0, 51.0, 57.1, 60.0, and 72.0
exhibit relatively large deviations when compared to the COG data.
These errors are exclusively confined to central city tracts. Tracts
4.0 and 72.0 represent underestimates of 25.1 and 79.3 acres respectively,
whereas the land area in tracts 51.0, 57.1, and 60.0 is overestimated
by 88.8, 134.4, and 46.2 acres respectively. The smallest total
absolute error is associated with the 1:50,000 analysis, while the two
smaller scale analyses are virtually identical in terms of absolute deviation
from the COG data.
Institutional
Errors of 72.1, 86.8, and 43.4 acres are found for tracts 4.0,
63.0, and 73.2 respectively. Once again, the large errors are confined
to central city tracts. Comparing the present analysis with the 1:50,000
and 1:100,000 analyses reveals little difference among the total absolute
land area values when compared to the COG data. The error associated
with the 1:50,000 data exceeds the two smaller scale absolute errors by
approximately 15.0 acres.
. -81-
Public Assembly
The total deviation of the imagery derived values from the COG
values is small for this category at all three scales. The 1:50,000
analysis, however, is somewhat more sensitive to the presence of land
in this category. Total absolute errors increase as scale decreases — a
result that is in agreement with expectations.
Parks and Recreation
The discrepancies between imagery derived land area values
in this category and the corresponding COG values are relatively large
and are not confined to central city tracts. Seven tracts exhibit
differences between the COG data and imagery derived data that exceed
33 acres. The largest difference is 275.7 acres for tract 4.0. For this
category, it is important to remember that the COG data are based on
land ownership whereas the imagery data are based on actual use.
Problems of identification and discrimination between this category and
land devoted to underdeveloped and resource use may account for the
large discrepancies noted above.
Underdeveloped and Resource Use
This category exhibits relatively large discrepancies between COG
and imagery derived values. As noted previously, the difference of 885.4
acres for tract 18.0 is probably an error in the COG data set. At least
thirteen tracts exhibit "significantly" large differences. Since the COG
data are based primarily on tax assessor records, one might expect
-82-
considerable under reporting for this category.
Discrepancies and Adjustment
The previously employed weighting procedure for the residential
category was also computed for this analysis to adjust for land devoted to
streets and street rights-of-way and the results are shown in Table 7.
Discrepancies for this land use category were reduced in 19 of the 25
tracts. Substantial improvement was accomplished for tracts 21.0, 77.1,
40.0, and 61.0. The original difference (unweighted difference between
COG value and imagery value) for tract 21.0 is -205.1 and the weighted
difference is -88.2. For tract 77.1 the original and weighted differences
are -130.4 and -0.4 respectively. An original difference of -198.9 and a
weighted difference of 0.9 is found for tract 40.0, and for tract 61.0 the
two values are -146.5 and -14.9. Application of the weighting procedure
had virtually no affect on tracts 35.0, 60.0, 63.0, and 73. 2. Considering
the scale at which the residential land use information was obtained, these
results are promising.
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The 1970 Analyses
The analyses discussed in this section evaluate differences in
the imagery derived data and the 1970 COG data files. As such, there
should be less discrepancy between the two data sets. However, since
funds were not made available for ground checks, the nature of the
discrepancies can only be hypothesized.
1970 COG - 1;50.000
Comparisons between the 1970 COG land use data and the imagery
data are made for only 21 of the original 26 census tracts since land use
information for Prince Georges County tracts is not yet available. It
should be noted that despite the relatively short time interval between
the 1968 and 1970 COG data sets, substantial changes in land use
seems to have taken place. However, it is not known to what extent
these changes reflect actual land use modifications since some of the
changes may reflect errors in either of the two COG data sets.
Residential
Examination of Table 8 reveals that the imagery land area values
exceeded the COG values in 19 of the 21 tracts considered. Tracts 51.0
and 57.1, according to the imagery analyses, do not contain land devoted to
residential use whereas the COG data report 6.1 and 17.8 acres respectively.
The major differences between the 1968 and 1970 land use comparisons
for this category (Table 1-A) exist in tracts 18.0, 28.0, and 31.0. For
these tracts the two sets of COG data reveal differences of 46.4, 99.5,
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and 47.8 acres with the 1968 values exceeding the 1970 values in all
three cases. Since these are not central city tracts one would expect
residential area stability or expansion rather than contraction.
Apparently these Montgomery County tract values are inflated for two
reasons: (a) for Montgomery County (approximately 142 tracts) a con-
siderable amount of land area (109 square miles) has not been allocated to
tracts, (b) land devoted to institutional uses is contained primarily within
;
the residential land use category.
i
Industrial/Storage
The 1968 and 1970 COG data values for this category are virtually
identical. Only minor changes exist for nine tracts and in no case do
these differences exceed 3.8 acres. Major discrepancies between the
1970 COG and imagery data are found in tracts 4.0, and 72.0. Since the
COG values for this category probably reflect the actual land devoted to
this use, the imagery values for these two tracts must be interpreted as
excessive.
Education
With respect to educational uses the analysis reveals that imagery
values exceed COG values in 13 of the 21 tracts. These differences range
from a low of 1.9 acres to a high of 54. 0 acres. Only two tracts have
zero land area values reported for both imagery and COG data. And while
only minor variation exists between the two COG data sets the imagery
values show greater deviation. In particular there is a problem of reporting
-92-
educational land use where none is indicated by the COG data.
Transportation/Communication/Utilities
As mentioned previously, this category does not include area devoted
to streets but would Include bus terminals, railroad yards, etc. One
would expect, therefore, only small amounts of land devoted to this use in
most tracts. Indeed this is the case for the 21 tracts examined. The
possible exceptions are tracts 73.2 and 77.1 showing 53.0 acres and 59.0
acres respectively. These imagery values are not in agreement with the
values reported by COG. In the former case (tract 73.2) the COG data
shows a value of 0.0 and in the latter case (tract 77.1) a value of 7.5 acres.
Ten tracts have no land area devoted to this use for both data sets.
Consumer Services
Imagery derived values for this category exceed COG values in
11 out of 21 cases. These overestimates range from a low of 0.7 acres
to a high of 28.7 acres. Of the remaining tracts, seven had higher values
reported by the COG data ranging from 0.4 acres to 10.2 acres. The
extreme differences such as the 28.7 acres for tract 28.0 and the 10.2
acres for tract 35. 0 are proportionally more important than their actual
magnitude suggests. Most consumer services, with the exception of large
planned shopping facilities, are not extensive but intensive users of land.
There is little doubt that problems of interpretation and data compatibility
are responsible for the major differences noted above.
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Offices
Three tracts exhibit especially large discrepancies for this land
use category. The imagery derived land use value for tract 51.6 exceeds
the corresponding COG value by 52.7 acres. Apparently, the interpretation
of the imagery for this tract resulted in the inclusion of other land uses
within this category as evidenced by the occurrence of zero values (see
Table 8) for most of the remaining categories. Tract 57.1 has an imagery
value which exceeds the COG value by 100.1 acres, a considerable
difference relative to the total tract area. Finally, the imagery value for
tract 72.0 is 56.4 acres larger than the COG value.
Institutional
In all 21 tracts COG land area values either equal or exceed the
imagery values. Zero values are reported by both data sets for 13 tracts.
The largest discrepancy is 423.0 acres for tract 73.2. However, there
is strong reason to believe that this difference is primarily the result
of an inconsistency in the 1970 COG data file. The 1968 COG data file
reports a value of 43.4 acres whereas the 1970 data file lists a value
of 423.3 acres (Table 1-A). It is believed that this latter value is a gross
overestimation of the amount of land devoted to institutional uses. On
the basis of the comparisons made, however, it is evident that the imagery
analysis is insensitive to land devoted to this use.
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Publlc Assembly
The present analysis is almost identical with the 1968 analysis.
Tract 4.0 has the largest amount of land devoted to this use in both cases.
A COG value of 34.5 acres and an imagery value of 11.0 acres results in
a difference of 23.5 acres. Discrepancies for the remaining tracts are,
for the most part, small, the largest being 3.2 acres.
Parks and Recreation - Underdeveloped and Resource Use
' The ability to distinguish between land devoted to "Parks and
Recreation" and "Underdeveloped and Resource Use" was disappointing. In
the former case, imagery values exceeded COG values in 16 tracts while
in the latter, only two tracts had larger imagery land area values. The
!
two COG data sets are similar for the Parks and Recreation category, but
there are two major differences in the Underdeveloped and Resource Use
category. It was previously argued that the 885.4 acres devoted to this
use category for tract 18.0 is an overly large estimate. This is supported
by the 1970 COG data which reports a value of 57.1 acres. However,
analysis of the imagery failed to identify any land devoted to this use.
It is possible, due to tree cover, that some of the land allocated to the
residential category actually belongs to the category under consideration.
Tract 31.0 has a difference of 125.9 acres between the two COG data sets.
The 1968 file lists a value of 173.7 acres and the 1970 file reports a value
of 47.8 acres.
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Discrepancies and Adjustment
Following the form adopted for previous sections, the residential
land area values were proportionally weighted on the basis of total tract
area and comparisons were made. Table 9 shows the results of this
weighting procedure. The original differences were reduced for 16 tracts
and "substantial" improvements were obtained for tracts 21.0, 36.0,
42.0, 72.0, 77.1, 88.2, 18.0, 20.0, 28.0, and 40.0. The difference
for tract 73.2, on the other hand, increased from 65.5 acres to 115.7 acres.
Much of this increase can be attributed to the inflated total tract area
value of 668.6 acres resulting from the 423.3 acres reported for the
institutional category.
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1970 COG - 1:100,000
Land use comparisons between the 1970 COG data and the 1:100,000
imagery are similar to the comparisons between the 1968 COG data and
this scale of imagery. The only major differences are those which have
already been pointed out in the corresponding comparisons for 1968.
However, for the convenience of the reader, these discrepancies will be
reiterated here.
Residential
For this category, 18 tracts have larger imagery values than COG
values. These differences range from a low of 31.2 acres to a high of 169.9
acres. (Table 10) Tracts 4.0, 51.0, and 57.1 have a zero entry for land
devoted to this use while the COG data report 78.7, 6.1 and 17.8 acres
respectively. Due to adjustments of the COG data files from 1968 to
1970 tracts 73.2, 18.0, and 31.0 exhibit considerable differences when
compared to the 1968 COG - 1:100,000 analysis.
Industrial/Storage
The total deviation across tracts for this category is smaller than
the corresponding deviation for the 1968 analysis. Because of changes
in the COG files between 1968 and 1970, the imagery values correspond
more closely in the latter case as expected.
Education
The total absolute value deviation for this category between the
imagery and COG data sets is 160.9 acres. The largest discrepancy is
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23.1 acres for tract 73.2 and the lowest is 1.4 acres for tract 51.0. Only
three tracts report zero values for both imagery and parcel data. The
major difference between the COG data sets is for tract 4.0 which showed
a value of 16.6 acres in 1968 and zero acres in 1970.
Transportation/Communication/Utilities
The imagery derived values for this category exceed the correspond-
ing COG values in four tracts and three of these are greater than 28 acres.
The maximum discrepancy is 70.5 acres for tract 77.1. These results
closely resemble the 1968 analysis since only minor changes are found
between the COG data sets.
Consumer Services
There is one relatively large difference noted for this category.
Tract 28.0 has a 1970 acreage of 8.3 and an imagery value of 38.0
resulting in a difference of 29.7 acres. However, approximately half of
this difference is attributable to a discrepancy of 14.4 acres in the
reported COG values for this data item between 1968 and 1970 (Table 1-A).
Offices
Several large discrepancies associated with this category are worthy
of mention here. For tract 51.0 the imagery value is 61.7 acres larger
than the COG value. The difference for tract 57.1 is a substantial 109.1
acres and a difference of 125.4 acres is found for tract 72.0. However,
tract 72.0 contains the Washington Navy Yard. This use was allocated
to the present category and includes all land area within the boundary
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surrounding the military complex.
Institutional and Public Assembly
, At this scale the imagery interpretation proved inadequate for these
! ;
two land use categories. Only one tract was reported as having land use
devoted to either of these uses, and this was at variance with the COG
file. Yet several tracts exhibit large acreages both in 1968 and 1970 based
on the parcel data. Apparent discrepancies in the COG data make accurate
interpretation of the results more difficult than might otherwise be the case.
Nevertheless, Institutional and Public Assembly acreage interpretability
would seem to require better definition and a more systematic investigation.
Parks and Recreation - Underdeveloped and Resource Use
Compared to the 1968 analysis, the major differences noted at this
scale are for tracts 18.0 and 25.0. In the former the 885.4 acres from
the 1968 data has been modified to 57.1 acres for Underdeveloped and
Resource Use and in the latter, the Parks and Recreation value changed
from 147.8 acres to zero acres. The COG value for the Underdeveloped
and Resource Use category was 115.1 acres in 1968 and 64.5 acres in
1970. These differences partially account for the reversal of the total
tract area comparisons for tract 28.0. In 1968 the COG value exceeded
the imagery value by 201.5 acres (Table 4) whereas in 1970 the imagery
value was 136.7 acres larger than the corresponding COG value.
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Discrepancies and Adjustment
Returning to a reconsideration of the residential category, adjust-
ments applied to the COG residential values (see Table 11) results in
improvement for 16 of the 21 tracts examined. The differences for the
remaining tracts increased and this is primarily due to the proportional
difference for several categories within each of these tracts and the failure
of the imagery interpretation analysis to identify any land within the
residential category.
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1970 COG - 1;382.0QO
Table 12 shows higher imagery values in 18 of the 21 tracts.
These values range from 29.0 acres to 357.0 acres. The magnitude of the
latter value is due to the 300.5 acres allocated to the Industrial/Storage
category according to the imagery analysis.
Residential
One consistent finding for this category is that in almost all tracts
and at the three scales, imagery estimates exceed the COG estimates
because of the differing methods of including land area devoted to streets.
As mentioned previously, residential land in Montgomery County tracts
18.0, 28.0, and 31.0 decreased substantially during the two year data
collection interval.
Indu-Stria I/Storage
Only three tracts have non-zero land area values recorded for the
imagery data. Tract 72.0 has a value of 300.5 acres and tract 73.2 a
value of 25.8 acres. Both differ substantially from the corresponding
COG values.
Education
The imagery data for this category compares more favorably with
the 1970 COG data than the 1968 COG data because of the changes in land
allocated to this use during the two year period. The 1:100,000 scale
analysis results deviate from the present analysis by 16.8 acres in terms
. of total absolute differences.
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Transportatiorv/Communica Won/Utilities
The Imagery data report non-zero land area values for only three
tracts. In each case, the imagery values exceed those listed by COG.
Overall, there is essentially no difference between the interpretation of
this imagery and that at the 1:100,000 scale.
Consumer Services
Interpretation of the imagery failed to identify any land devoted to
this use in 14 tracts even though the COG data reported the occurrence of
some land in consumer service use. Comparing this analysis with the
1970 COG - 1:50,000 analysis uncovers an interesting and surprising result.
The smaller scale imagery deviates from the COG data by a total of 73.9
acres whereas the larger scale imagery values differ by 132.3 acres.
However, it must be remembered that these total differences are based on
a comparison with the 1970 COG data.
Offices
Imagery derived values exceed COG values for three of the 21 tracts
examined. Comparison of the present analysis with the results of the
1:50,000 analysis reveals less total deviation from the COG data for the
larger scale imagery.
Institutional
The imagery derived values for all three scales are virtually
identical. Two tracts, 63.0 and 73.2, have extremely large land areas
devoted to this category according to the COG values shown in Table 12.
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In both cases, the corresponding imagery values are zero.
Public Assembly
The only large discrepancy which exists for this land use category
Is a COG value of 34.5 acres in tract 4.0. The difference obtained from
the 1:50,000 analysis (Table 8) is 23.5 acres since, in this case, an
imagery value of 11.0 acres was reported. In general, the analyses at all
three' scales were acceptable.
Parks and Recreation - Underdeveloped and Resource Use
Both of these categories have been the source of serious identifi-
cation problems since it is exceedingly difficult to distinguish between the
two land uses on the basis of visual information. The 282.0 acre value
obtained for tract 4.0 is probably located in the proper category. Other
substantial differences are basically the result of either unallocated land
in the COG data file or misinterpretations in the imagery analysis.
Discrepancies and Adjustment
The weights applied to the COG values in the residential category
for comparison with the 1:382,000 imagery analysis result in improvement
in 13 of the 21 tracts (Table 13). Essentially the same tracts for which no
improvement was made in the 1:50,000 and 1:100,000 analyses also show no
improvement here; these tracts are 4.0, 51.0, 57.1, and 73.2. The
remaining four tracts showing little improvement at the present scale are
26.0 , 35.0, 60.0, and 63.0. Changes across several land use categories
have resulted in modifications of the total tract areas, and subsequently
biased the magnitude of the weights.
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Evaluation and Summary
The research discussed in this chapter suggests a high potential for
utilizing small scale imagery for obtaining land use information. The
results presented here, however, are not conclusive because a thorough
and systematic analysis could not be completed.
Had it been feasible to establish and correct the discrepancies in
the existing COG data files before the analyses were underway more definite
results might have obtained. This would be especially true if the field
workers needed for such "ground truth" could have been used as interpreters.
Familiarity with a study area can be expected when an operational system
is established and such a useful bias seems to have developed in this
research.
A major problem also results because of definitional differences between
parcel data and that derived by imagery interpretation. The approach taken
with the adjustment in residential values exemplifies this problem. The
parcel definition of residential space excludes streets, and similar non-
inhabitable uses which must normally be components of residential areas.
The adjustment utilized in this analysis is a first approximation to correcting
this definitional problem. Refinements are obviously possible.
Despite the problems mentioned the research is encouraging. In
certain cases and using appropriate imagery it would seem possible to
obtain land use information in essentially the format now being Used by
some agencies. The Washington COG categories would appear to have
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rather broad applicability and this research shows that imagery can be
utilized to obtain reasonable estimates of acreage in each use. Further-
more, a continuing program of remote sensing inputs would probably be much
more reliable than the exploratory work completed here.
While the 1:100,000 scale imagery apparently is capable of providing
an adequate data base ease and reliability of interpretation improve with
larger scales. The trade-off between areal coverage and interpretability
lies somewhere between scales of 1:50,000 and 1:100,000 in regard to the
purpose of replicating land use at the census tract level. A more detailed
classification schema or greatly increased reliability would require a
corresponding adjustment in the scale of the imagery. Ultimate utilization
of the data set will determine the criteria upon which such parameters must
be judged.
The provision of land use inputs for macro-models of urban develop-
ment would seem to be feasible. The next chapter discusses research
undertaken to determine the possibility of developing population and housing
counts, and subsequently densities, from the imagery (1:50,000) utilized
for the present analyses. Such inputs are common in urban models.
A serious void in present knowledge would appear to be the lack of
accurate cost information regarding acquisition of metropolitan wide data
sets in comparison with other collection methodologies. Additionally little
is known regarding improving the compatibility between user needs and
imagery data. That is, can a model input be redefined in order that it might
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be directly derived from the photography? Would models so redefined be
more or less useful? Only through systematic research can such questions
be properly answered. If other situations are analogous, for instance,
agricultural applications, then optimism is appropriate in the present case.
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IV. ESTIMATING POPULATION AND
DWELLING UNITS FROM IMAGERY
Urban areas are dynamic systems where changes In the location of
demands for public or quasi-public services occur more rapidly than our
means for monitoring such changes. Census data provide a bench mark
every ten years as to population and housing characteristics. Land use or
origin-destination surveys supply an occasional cross-sectional look at the
status of other phenomena in the city. Yet, these data sources are
insufficient for many planning and management needs. In Chapter I the need
for current information by small area units was discussed. Rates and
locations of change in population and housing counts are not known with
accuracy, especially in neighborhoods that are experiencing high annual
migration rates or in new neighborhoods that have come about since the
previous census.
Ideally, administrative records of the city and utility company
records could be combined in ways to determine change and to maintain
current accounts of important socio-economic variables by small areas that
are useful in planning and management such as census tracts, traffic zones,
school districts, etc. However, this simple conceptual scheme has been
implemented in only a few metropolitan areas. The problems of data
compatibility, cost of assembly and processing, and establishing a com-
puterized system are difficult to overcome.
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Population and housing counts are important variables for many
planning functions and when available for small areal units density characteris-
tics can be derived. If such variables can be reliably derived from imagery
flexibility and timeliness of data might be improved. Used in conjunction
with other methodology remote sensing inputs may provide for a more
efficient and effective planning function.
Approach
This investigation attempted to estimate population variables by
small areas using variables acquired from photographic imagery. Relation-
ships were developed between housing units and population via multiple
regression analysis as applied to imagery derived variables. The general
model is formulated as:
Y = C + b.X + b.X. + ... + b X11 i L n n
where:
Y = housing unit counts or population (1970 Tract Statistics)
X , ..., X = imagery derived variables such as the number of
single family structures, number of multiple family
structures, and distance to the CBD, etc.
C and b's are estimates from the regression.
Table 1 displays a list of the initial variables used in the analysis.
The model described above was evaluated through the application
of step-wise multiple linear regression with units of observation being 1970
census tracts located within the boundaries of a north-south flight line
through the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. The dependent variables
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(Y) were derived from 1970 Census data. All independent variables were to
be obtained from infrared imagery. The imagery was obtained with an RC8
mapping camera at a scale of 1:50,000, flown by NASA's RB57 aircraft.
Discussion of Variables
Three dependent and eleven independent variables are listed in Table
1. The former are taken from the United States Census (1970) definitions
while the latter were defined to be imagery derivable. Descriptions of these
variables follow the table.
Table 1
Dependent
Yi :
Y2 :
Y3 =
Independent
Xl
X2
X3
X4
X.
8
C9
C10
LIST OF VARIABLES*
1970 Housing Unit Count
1970 Population Count
One Unit Structure Count
Multiple Unit Structures
Single Family Structures
15+ Housing Unit Structures
6-14 Housing Unit Structures
2-5 Housing Unit Structures
Distance to the CBD
Total Area
Residential Area
Elementary or Secondary School
Urban/Suburban
Age of Housing
*See text for discussion.
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i
"Dependent" Census Variables
1970 Housing Unit Count (Y.): The 1970 Census includes both occupied and
vacant housing units for this variable. However, no information is provided
concerning the number of structures within which these units are found. In
1960, this variable was determined by enumerator observation, but in 1970,
the respondent supplied Information concerning the number of housing units
in each structure.
1970 Population Count (Y ): This variable represents the total population of
each census tract as reported by the 1970 Census and was provided by the
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments from Census tapes.
One Unit Structure (Y.J: This Census derived variable includes all structures
containing one housing unit. However, this variable is not directly com-
parable to the single family imagery derived variable since it includes
structures containing mixed uses. For example, a structure predominantly
devoted to commercial use, but containing one housing unit is1 included in
this category by the Census.
"Independent" Imagery Variables
To the extent that housing unit categories of the census correspond
to the categories derived from an examination of the imagery, one obtains a
check on the accuracy of the imagery interpretation. While the information
provided by the Census Bureau is straightforward, the use of imagery
necessitates a careful evaluation of a variety of housing unit categories.
The development of the categories is not arbitrary but governed by the
interpreter's ability to distinguish between structures which contain a variable
number of housing units. Because of the scale of imagery used (1:50,000)
some identifiers, such as roof division lines and housing unit entranceways,
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were difficult to employ.
The interpretation consisted of placing mylar over the imagery and
identifying the boundaries of 51 selected tracts, the basic areal unit of
analysis. Tract boundaries were drawn bn the overlays and the total tract
land area was computed with a dot planimeter. Within the boundaries of
each tract, the land devoted to residential use was identified and the
residential land area computed. An effort was made to include isolated
structures found in predominantly non-residential areas. However, in
areas characterized by dense settlement and mixed land uses, residential
structures were somewhat difficult to identify. In some predominantly
residential areas, extensive tree cover hampered the identification and
accurate counting of structures. The utility of imagery in deriving structure
counts would, therefore, be greatly increased if the imagery were obtained
in a season with minimal foliage.
With the residential areas of each tract having been identified, a
block-by-block structure count was made using four categories based on
size of structure as explained below. The accuracy of structure counts
varied from tract to tract. Those tracts with high density, diversified
development and/or extensive tree cover presented a serious problem resulting
in substantial under-reporting of structures in all categories. However,
counts of assumed single-family structures were affected more by tree cover
than by high-density development. Multiple-unit structures located in areas
of intensive land use were extremely difficult to identify. The scale and
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vlewing angle of the Imagery did not permit adequate discrimination between
multiple-unit residential structures and structures devoted to other uses.
Multiple-unit planned residential structures in suburban tracts were, however,
easily identified. Many of the suburban structures in this category are
characterized by their physical layout and parking facility arrangement.
The Census definition for "structural characteristics" provided some
difficulty in relating census data to the imagery derived counts of structures.
For example, a one unit structure may contain business units and may be
attached as would be the case with row houses. Thus, it sometimes proves
difficult to distinguish row houses from garden apartments and residential
walk-up apartment buildings from exclusive non-residential structures.
In addition self-enumeration census forms tend to cloud the distinction
between single family structures and multiple family structures.
The variables that were to be derived from the imagery were selected
aftei:' some initial experimentation with a larger set. Items which proved
extremely difficult to identify or those that were shown to be inappropriate
for the projected model were dropped from consideration. If the projected
utility of a variable in terms of the regression model was low it did not
warrant the effort of measurement and recording. Utilizing these criteria
the eleven independent variables displayed in the lower part of Table 1 were
defined. Their explanation follows.
Multiple Unit Structures OO: This is a composite variable representing the
number of multiple unit structures. That is, those residential buildings
interpreted as having more than a single unit.
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Single Family Structures (X ): For this variable, the housing unit and structure
are synonymous terms. However/ unlike the Census, this does not include
structures devoted to mixed uses having only one housing unit. It does
include detached one-unit structures and row houses with each housing unit
representing a separate structure. The individual housing units associated
with row house development can be determined by counting the roof division
lines as well as observing the size of structure and roof type.
15+ Housing Unit Structures (X ): This category includes structures that
3
vary greatly in size but usually not in number. Identification problems were
expecially prominent in central city tracts. For example, it was difficult
to distinguish between a structure devoted to office use and a residential
Structure. Some of the more salient identifiers common in photo interpretation
techniques could not be utilized because of the scale of the imagery.
Suburban structures in this category, especially those providing adjacent
off-street parking, posed less serious identification problems. In such
areas, large residential structures are prominent even at a scale of 1:50,000.
6-14 Housing Unit Structures OO: As the size of residential structure
increased, it became more difficult to distinguish between these structures
and structures devoted to other uses. This problem appeared to begin with
the attempt to identify structures in this category. One indication of the
number of housing units in planned structures of this type was obtained by
observing the number of adjacent parking spaces available. Other
indicators such as the size of the structure and the character of the adjacent
environment provided additional information necessary to identify structures
of this size.
2-5 Housing Unit Structures (X_): Duplexes and similar units located in
o
predominantly residential areas were easily interpreted. This category
represents those types of units. The imagery was not of sufficient scale
to determine the extent to which this class contains only duplexes although
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the size of the structures and similar indicators suggest a high percentage.
A field survey would have more precisely revealed the nature of this category
but such work was not possible within the study design.
Distance to the CBD (X_): If imagery were available as a regional mosaicb
interpoint distances could easily be recorded. Because a mosaic was not
available distances were measured on a census tract map of the metropolitan
!
area. The value recorded was the measured distance between the approximate
centroid of each sample tract to the center of the Washington business
district. Distance to the nearest tenth of a mile was derived from the
measured values. This was the only variable not taken from the infrared
imagery but, as stated, it would be feasible to do so thereby justifying its
inclusion in the analysis.
Total Area 0C_): This variable was obtained by first outlining the tract
boundaries on mylar overlays and computing the tract area in acres with a
dot planimeter. In most cases, tract boundaries were easily located since
they tend to correspond to streets or other linear boundaries such as railroad
tracks. The computations for each tract were made at least three times and,
if no large discrepancies existed among these values, the average of the
three values was used. If, on the other hand, large discrepancies were
found, the computations were repeated and checked by another investigator.
Residential Area (X_): Total residential area consists of all land within each
o
respective tract primarily devoted to residential use plus adjacent land
devoted to street use. This is to say that areas of residential use include
within their boundaries that land area devoted to streets and street rights-of-
way. In the case of isolated residential uses such as an apartment
building, only the land area used for the structure and its adjacent parking
facilities (if existent) was included in the calculations. Upon identifying
areas devoted to residential use, their boundaries were delineated on the
mylar overlays and land areas were computed with a dot planimeter.
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Elementary or Secondary School (X ): This is a binary variable indicating
the presence or absence of an elementary or secondary school within each
sample tract. Tracts with a school within their boundaries were assigned
a value of 0 whereas tracts with no school were assigned a value of 1. In
terms of the variability in population among tracts, the rationale for the
inclusion of this variable is based on the contention that the presence of a
school should be associated with a larger tract population.
Urban/Suburban (X,0): This item was included to differentiate central city
tracts from those of a suburban nature. Because it proved to be a key
concept in the subsequent analysis more will be said of it later.
Age of Housing (X,,): This trichotomous variable was intended as a measure
of the relative age of census tracts in the sample. This variable did not
prove to be very useful for several reasons. First, its use in essentially
a regression design could only be justified if separate analyses were carried
through for each of the three area types or some other appropriate methodology
were employed. As interpretation proceeded it became increasingly clear
that the assignment of tracts to age classes was inappropriate. Tracts
appear to be too extensive a really for such assignment. Experience
suggested the variable would have little explanatory power and it was
dropped from the analysis.
Analysis
A sample of 51 tracts was delineated for the analysis stage. A
list of these 51 tracts by jurisdiction is shown in Table 2. The selection
of tracts was governed In part by the areal coverage provided by the imagery
and the selection of tracts in the previously discussed study dealing with an
evaluation of the utility of remote sensing imagery in providing urban land
use information.
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As mentioned previously, the analysis employs step-wise multiple
regression analysis. A number of designs were run to determine the
importance of variables in accounting for variation in the dependent
variables. Some of these variables were deleted because of collinearity
effects or doubtful explanatory power.
Because the census tracts are not of uniform size the variables
utilized in the analysis were transformed to densities. Both "gross" and
"net-residential" population densities were derived using total tract area
and residential tract area respectively. Because the total and residential
area:; are relatively accurate the limiting parameters are the numerators in
/
such calculations, that is, the number of housing units, etc. To carry
through on the analysis the reverse transformation would be necessary to
convert density estimates back into absolute counts. Neither the original
or reproduced data are provided here.
Very early in the analysis the "age of neighborhood" variable was
deleted. The only other variable completely deleted from the analysis was
the school item. There was a moderate degree of association between 2-5
unit dwellings and this latter item but only very little association between
schools and the population variables.
The Suburban/Urban dichotomy seemed to possess explanatory power.
Interpretation of results became clearer when the analyses were made with
the sample tracts divided into two sub-groups according to this criterion.
The division of the 51 tracts is shown in Table 2 where it can be seen that
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the visual information was sufficient to separate the District of Columbia
tracts from the surrounding areas. This result should not be surprising
in view of the nature of the Washington region and the definition of tract
boundaries in the central area.
;
 Table 2
URBAN/SUBURBAN DICHOTOMIZATION OF SAMPLE TRACTS
Urban
District Tracts
4.0 8.0 21.0 26.0 35.0 36.0 42.0 49.0
51.0 60.0 63.0 69.0 72.0 73.2 77.1 88.2
71.0 34.0 45.0 41.0 29.0 93.0 90.0
Suburban
Montgomery County
10.02 18.0 20.0 21.0 28.0 31.0 34.0 40.0
44.0 45.0 47.0 53.0 56.0
Prince Georges County
15.0 16.0 36.05 47.0 50.0 51.0 58.01 58.02
60.0 61.0
Arlington County
15.0 18.0 19.0
Fairfax County
2.0
A relationship of interest to the analysis of the imagery is that
between the number of single family structures (imagery derived) and the
number of structures containing one dwelling unit (census derived). This
relationship will be only approximate even disregarding normal sampling
errors because of the practice of including predominantly non-residential
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structures containing a single living unit. Because this practice takes on
more significance within the central city than in the suburban tracts a
higher correlation is expected in the latter compared with the former. The
following regression equations support this hypothesis:
Central City:
Y = 1 9 4 . 8 + 1.19X (R2 = 0.71);
(0.17)
Suburban:
Y= 181.8 + 0 . 9 4 X (R2 = .90);
(0.06)
where Y represents the 1970 Census variable "number of structures containing
one housing unit" and X represents the number of single family units as
counted on the photograph.
As might be expected the regression coefficient is near unity but the
constant term is large suggesting a general under-counting of one unit
structures. Two points should be made concerning these generally
favorable results. First the sample sizes are small and only one city has
been utilized. Second, nothing can be said about the stability of these
results over time. The results shown above do provide an indication of the
usefulness of the data derived from the imagery for in the suburban case it
was 90% effective in reproducing its quasi-equivalent census statistic.
Further analysis seems justified.
The variables utilized in Tables 3 and 4 are derived from those
presented earlier. Each of the variables, except for the distance measure,
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are expressed as densities in the following order:
Y population density
distance to the CBD
single family units
2-5 units
5-14 units
15+ units
composite multiple units
u
In both Table 3 and Table 4 the Central City results are shown above the
diagonal with correlations below the diagonal being derived from suburban
tract data. Table 3 depicts correlations derived from gross density variables
(total tract area as denominator) while Table 4 shows results from net
density variables (residential tract area as denominator); this change is
Indicated by the use of primes (') and in the table title.
Table 3
GROSS DENSITIES: CORRELATION MATRIX
CENTRAL CITY9 AND SUBURBAN*3 TRACTS
1 '••I •**•<-* A.— J\ * X — X-
Y
Xl
x2
X3
X4
X5
X6
~
v
*
>
.^ city
suburb "^x^
-.477
0.292
0.752
0.657
0.011
0.779
-.290
-
-.184
-.202
-.469
-.281
-.401
0.712
0.047
-
0.079
0.098
-.164
0.088
0.157
-.201
0.067
. -
.608
-.065
0.870
0.827
-.217
0.499
0.073
-
0.037
0.919
0.242
-.443
0.058
0.124
0.366
-
0.024
0.617
-.323
0.342
0.779
0.669
0.428
-
N = 23; above diagonal N = 28; below diagonal
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Table 4
NET DENSITIES: CORRELATION MATRIX
CENTRAL CITY3 AND SUBURBAN13 TRACTS
v
"^^ city
suburt)*-^
-.348
0.026
0.790
0.730
-.083
0.850
-.489
-
0.042
-.205
-.374
-.248
-.357
0.270
0.172
-
0.042
-.028
-.515
-.018
0.410
-.138
0.279
-
0.536
-.126
0.808
0.499
-.237
-.144
-.120
-
0.126
0.930
0.405
-.448
-.076
0.055
0.230
-
0.056
0.623
-.276
0.205
0.915
0.266
0.274
-
X
Y 'X5
X '
N = 23; above diagonal N = 28; below diagonal
The top row and left-most column of each table are of primary interest
as they show the correlations between the dependent variable, population
density, to the imagery derived variables. The composite variable (X_) is
o
seen to have a relatively high correlation with the dependent variable in all
four cases. The utilization of the "composite" as a predictor might
therefore be warranted because it generally should be less in error than the
individual variables. However, the composite variable actually has diffe-
ring meanings. For instance in Table 4 the 3rd, 4th, and 5th variables,
those from which the composite is derived, all have moderate correlations
with population density for city tracts, while the suburban analysis shows
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only the first two of these variables as significant contributors.
Several interesting features of these correlation tables should be
pointed out. Note the effect of the "net" and "gross" density criterion on
the correlation between population density and single family units density.
For the central city sample the correlation shifts from 0.712 to 0.270 when
net densities are substituted for gross density variables. A similar shift
is shown when suburban tracts are utilized rather than central city tracts
while maintaining the gross density variables. The effect is in the same
direction for net densities and central as compared to suburban tracts
(0.292 to 0.026).
The correlation is negligible between the dependent variable and the
"15+ units" item for both net and gross densities for the suburban tracts.
"i
The importance of this variable is greatest for city tracts and net density
calculations.
Utilizing the variables presented above stepwise multiple linear
regression equations were estimated for the four cases discussed. The
results are expressed by the following equations:
Central City Tracts
Gross density:
Y = 1 6 . 5 + 87.5X. + 6 . 2 X - 4 .6X (R2 = .91)
(17.3) * (1.6) Z (2.4) .
Net density:
Y = 4 3 . 3 + 67 .7X + 16 .7X - 11.9X + 5. IX ( R 2 = . 8 1 )
(19.9) * (7.5) d (4.6) (2.4) Z
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Suburban Tracts
Gross density:
Y = 1 4 . 5 + 55.1 X - 0 . 9 X + 1.3 X (R2 = .84)
(9.2) (0.3) L (0.8) Z
Net density:
Y = 1 3 . 9 + 41.7 X. + 20.8 X. (R2 = .87)3 4
The four equations listed above are suggestive of the relations that
can be developed which will provide population density (and population)
estimates from imagery derived variables. The relatively high multiple
correlations obtained indicate the probable utility of imagery of the scale
utilized in this analysis if the relationships can be shown to be stable
across samples and through time.
One problem known to effect the utility of such equations is the
changing ratio of people to dwelling units. In some central cities, Des
Moines, Iowa for example, the number of dwelling units has increased
while the population declined. The direction and extent of such changing
"parameters" would require investigation if projections of demographic
data were to be reliably derived from photographic imagery.
The distance variable might also be of interest because of its entry
in three of the four equations above even though the dichotomization to city •
suburban tracts should negate much of the variance of this variable. In a
multi-nuclear urban area this variable might exhibit much less strength, but
more importantly decentralization may effect the stability of the density/
distance relation over time.
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One other interesting point should be noted. The analysis presented
here assumed equal validity for both "gross" and "net" population densities.
But the dependent variable as derived from the census reports reflects total
tract area while the single and multiple dwelling unit counts when expressed
as "net densities" reflects an imagery observed residential area. The
present analysis is definitionally more correct for the gross density formu-
lation than for the net density form. As was indicated in chapter one,
however, net densities may be of greater sociological and psychological
significance.
With central-city tracts the gross density form of the equation
yields a high multiple correlation while the net density form is the least
"explanatory" of the four suggested equations. This latter result is not
surprising because the imagery derivation of residential area in central
city tracts is prone to higher errors than in suburban tracts. In suburban
tracts where residential areas, primarily single family units, are more
easily delineated the net density form yields a higher correlation than the
gross density form.
Interpretation of the equations presented above should be attempted
with a note of caution. Factors significantly influencing population density
have been omitted because of the nature of the independent variables. The
regression coefficients would differ if, say, the family-age-structure of the
tracts were considered or the income structure. This is so because in a
regression the whole complex changes if independent variables are added or
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deleted. The interpretation one-might wish to make in the current case is
limited because the predictive value of variables is not unique, being
dependent upon the other variables being used (or not being used) in the
regression.
Summary Evaluation
In general the results of the attempt to replicate census and "census-
like" variables from items derived from the 1:50,000 Washington infrared
imagery suggest that the problem is tractable. Systematic research on a
broad front would be necessary to determine practical error limits and to
match users with a level of reliability sufficient for their requirements.
Two aspects might be considered for future work of this nature. Central
city imagery might better be larger scale and higher resolution and being
srfialler in areal extent the increment in the number of frames would be
slight compared to that for comprehensive coverage of a metropolitan region.
For the more extensive non-core areas interest might focus on cues for
interpretation, especially for discriminating between small apartments and
small commercial structures. It would also be helpful to provide an
extended classification of apartment sizes because of the effect of these
structures on population densities.
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V. URBAN LAND USE: CEDAR RAPIDS
CENSUS CITY ANALYSIS
In conjunction with a national "census cities" investigation of urban
land use mapping utilizing remote sensing inputs the Cedar Rapids, Iowa
SMSA was photographed on June 7, 1970. The purpose of the overall
research was to provide a national assessment of urban change and the
utility of remote sensing inputs to monitoring change. The effort to be
reported on here was undertaken to produce a land use map of the Cedar
Rapids area using this imagery and to determine the utility of the result as
input to the on-going programs of the Linn County Regional Planning
Commission (Cedar Rapids). Input from the staff of the Commission served
as input for this chapter.
Cedar Rapids was chosen as the study area for several reasons.
It is an intermediate size city, SMSA population 163,000 (1970), with charac-
teristics and attributes similar to many other cities in its size class. In
addition, research for the continuing phase of urban transportation planning
in the area has provided comparable conventional data as well as local
planners extremely familiar with their subject - land use in Cedar Rapids.
Excellent working relations existed with the Planning Commission staff before
this project was initiated, and data exchange was underway. Finally,
because of the close proximity of the city and the research headquarters
frequent interaction with the planning agency's staff and ease of field work
were facilitated. Time and cost limitations were such as to place
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considerable importance on the total design of the project.
The Imagery
The Cedar Rapids imagery is from NASA Mission 128C, Test Site
234, June 7, 1970. Color infrared photography exists at three scales:
1:50,000, 1:100,000 and 1:382,000. The following information provides
pertinent information regarding the imagery available for the analysis.
Table 1 : Imagery
Zeiss/5L
Focal length: 12"
Film: SO-117
Filter D
Roll: 3
Scale: 1:50,000
RC-8/4L
Focal length: 6"
Film: SO-117 CIR
Filter: 12
Roll: 1
Scale: 1:100,000
Hasselblad 1-6
40 mm lens
Film: SO-117, SO-276, SO-278, 2402, 2424, 2402
Filter: 15 & SOB, 2E, 3, 25, 89B, 58
Rolls: 4-9
Scale: 1:382,000
The Hasselblad camera utilized a 70 mm. film while the other two cameras
both use a 9 by 9 inch format.
Study Methodology
Within the framework of the larger "census cities" project a land
use classification schema was suggested. The classification utilized for
the present study is a compromise between the suggested classification and
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the operational interpretation process. Evolution of the classification
resulted in the schema summarized in Table 2. While the classification
parallels that originally suggested and subsequently refined by the USGS
Geographic Applications Program staff it is not identical to it.
The imagery which was to be the primary data source for the analysis
was pre-defined to be the 1:100,000 scale photographs. An areal unit of
approximately 4 hectares (about 10 acres) was suggested as an appropriate
recognition level. This meant that a parcel of land was not recognized as
being within a specific category unless it covered 4 hectares or more.
This sieve or areal screen will by definition generalize the ultimate land
use map much as does a restrictive classification schema. For many
purposes the results may be quite useful, however.
Through the use of the 1970 Metropolitan Map (U.S. Bureau of the
Census) and a street map, the census tract boundaries for Cedar Rapids
were drawn on a mylar overlay which was fitted to the photographic trans-
parency at the 1:100,000 scale. A semi-transparent mylar overlay was
used because of its proven durability, low rate of shrinkage, and its
adaptability to most drawing mediums. The interpretation was completed
on a Richards light table with an eight power Agfa hand lens, or on a
carriage-mounted Richards light table fitted with a Bausch and Lomb stereo
zoom microscope at 7-power. Imagery interpretation was performed directly
on the mylar overlay with land uses being shown as a numerical code from
0 to 9.
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TABLE 2: CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR LAND-USE AREA ANALYSIS'
Livelihood
0 Industrial
1 Transportation
2 Commercial
3 Liv. w/non agri. Residence
Residential
4 Single family
5 Multi-family
Other
6 Improved open space
7 Unimproved open space
8 Water
Livelihood and Residence
9 Agri. w/Residence
Industrial, storage, urban mining
Transportation, communication, utilities,
sewage & water treatment plants, reservoirs
School larger than 4 hectares (High schools,
colleges), Consumer Services, offices,
institutional (Hospitals, etc.), large
downtown churches, public assembly
(arenas, etc.).
Single family, elementary schools (less
than 4 hectares), neighborhood churches
Multi-family dwelling units
Parks, recreation, cemeteries, golf
courses, etc.
Vacant land, land under construction
All ag. land.
Adapted from GEOGAP directives.
1 hectare equals 2.47 acres.
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The results of the interpretation were checked in three ways. The
first check was completed by referring to the 1:50,000 scale transparency.
A second check was completed through the Use of oblique aerial photographs
of Cedar Rapids. Finally, a field check in the Cedar Rapids area was
completed.
The census tract boundaries were manually located on 7j-minute
U.S.G.S. topographic mapsheets, scale 1:24,000. The land use boundaries
were also plotted on this base. In addition, centroids of the predominant
land use were plotted for each census tract. Finally, the 1,000-meter
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) grid was superimposed on the topo-
2graphic sheet for the 20 square kilometer study area. By drafting the
census tract boundaries, centroids and UTM grid on to one sheet and the
coded land use boundaries on to another, two outline maps at a scale of
1:24,000 were produced.
The area of the tracts, and of each land use within a tract, was
calculated by using a polar planimeter. These data were summarized in
tabular form for each of the 30 tracts which constitute the "Cedar Rapids-
Marion Urban Area" (see Tables 3a and 3b). Land use information was
not tabulated for the surrounding peripheral tracts which are only partially
within the study area. The urban area was to be delimited on the basis
of the land use interpretation. Thus, a critical category was "livelihood
with non-agricultural residence." Since this category occurs both in the
urban and non-urban categories of the GEOGAP classifications, and since
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the interpreters were handicapped by the lack of specific information for
this category, the urban area was operationally defined as the thirty
"urban" census tracts. These tracts cover a majority of the study area,
except for a strip on the western side of the area and a section in the
southeast. In both cases, the dominant land uses are agricultural with
residence (9) or unimproved open space (7).
As a result of this operational decision, category (3) only occurs
beyond the urban area as indicated previously and thus does not appear in
the tables. It should be noted that these tracts cover an area which is
more extensive than the 1970 Urbanized Area of Cedar Rapids, as defined by
the Bureau of the Census. For completeness, it should also be noted that
the areal extent of the study area and the area of air photo coverage do not
exactly coincide. The photo does not cover the eastern most part of the
designated study area.
Interpretation Problems
While residential uses were easily distinguishable at a scale of
1:100,000, especially in suburban areas, confusion sometimes arose
between multi-family housing and some types of commercial uses, such as
offices in the central city area. Transportation uses, which include
communication and utilities, were generally easy to interpret.
Heavy industry provided few problems, but light industry often
appeared similar to commercial uses. An example is the area occupied by
2
the large Lindale Plaza Shopping Center (about l£ km ) in census tract 7.
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The photo interpretation initially classified this as industrial. It is
located in proximity to the Collins manufacturing plant, a new, modern one-
story facility surrounded by ample parking space for its several thousand
employees. Institutional uses, such as small schools and hospitals,
proved difficult to identify.
Accuracy of Study Results
In addition to the two imagery checks, a field check was undertaken.
Six census tracts were chosen at random from among the thirty "urban"
census tracts, these were 05, 07, 09, 11, 14, 23.
The interpreter and a member of the planning agency systematically
travelled the selected tracts and recorded the observed land uses on field
maps at a scale of one inch to 300 feet. In addition, those areas that had
caused particular difficulties in the photographic interpretation were
checked.
The comparison between the air photo interpretation and the field
check was encouraging. Except for a few cases, in which the field checks
confirmed the difficulties of separating "unimproved open space" from
"improved open space," no major discrepancies were found. Moreover,
the total area affected was very small relative to the total area devoted to
these two land uses. The only other discrepancies between interpretation
and field check was the already mentioned case of the Lindale Plaza
Shopping Center. Aside from these two problems, the field checks proved
that a high degree of accuracy in photographic interpretation at a scale of
-us-;
1:100,000 6ould be achieved using the given classification.
A source of possible error was the manual transfer of the land use
boundaries from the unrectified photo, scale 1:100,000, to the topographic
3
sheet, scale 1:24,000. It was often difficult to locate exactly the
boundaries between different land uses on the topographic map.
Local Planning Agency Evaluation
Studies of the existing land use within an urbanized region provide
a basis for a wide range of planning activities. Generally, such studies
are valuable in providing a record of current land use available for both
immediate and future reference and analysis. This information has appli-
cation for two major areas of the Linn County Regional Planning Commission's
continuing planning program - comprehensive planning at the metropolitan
regional scale, and small area planning for particular subareas within the
urban region.
Comprehensive Studies
The requirement for acceptable land use data is generally less
specific for the planning study at the larger scale. Typical comprehensive
studies for Linn County which could utilize land use information at a fairly
generalized level include: 1) the analysis of existing patterns and inter-
relationships of land uses, 2) the development of historical urban and
regional growth models, and 3) the provision of information for transportation
travel demand model development. However, the one digit level classifi-
cation of land use would seem to have rather limited utility even for these
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kinds of planning studies. Perhaps this generalized level would be most
appropriate for historical analysis of regional development as illustrated by
maps of existing land activities recorded at 5-10 year increments. In
general, the larger the study area (e.g. multi-county or state) the greater
the potential utility would appear to be for land use data at this level of
generality.
Subregional Studies
Planning studies which focus on small areas within Linn County
generally demand a higher level of specificity of land use information than
can be provided by the one digit classification employed in the current
remote sensing project. Zoning decisions, renewal area programming,
neighborhood planning, and road corridor and alignment studies are a few of
the types of planning for which more detailed land use identification is
necessary. Generally, land use information is needed at the parcel level
for such studies. The data acquired from small scale imagery does not
appear to have any value for subregional planning studies.
Evaluation of Remote Sensing Data
In evaluating the potential utility of the land use data produced
from the photo interpretation, several criteria were utilized: 1) the appro-
priateness of the classification scheme employed, 2) the scale of data
assembly, and reliability, and 3) the form of output information.
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Classification Scheme
A review of the resultant maps from imagery interpretation indicates
that the suggested classification could be improved upon. One reason for
this was that for the Cedar Rapids study area differentiation of urban land
does not require the category "livelihood with non-agricultural residence."
Secondly, the "commercial" category appeared to be too broad and encom-
passing, resulting in seemingly inappropriate and confusing patterns.
Scale of Data Assembly and Reliability
The areal limitation on use detection would appear to have intro-
duced several distortions into the study. As a result mapping of categories
fails to illustrate patterns of mixed uses and strip commercial develop-
ments along major streets. For land use planning purposes these charac-
teristics of the urban environment are of real interest. In general, this
detection parameter would appear to generate a misleading pattern of
nucleated nonresidential uses when mapped.
The effect of the limitation on the accuracy of the quantification of
land area by generalized use is not clear. It seems logical that it results
in an underestimation of the actual number of acres devoted to "commercial"
uses and an exaggeration of single family residential uses. Multi-family
and improved open space uses are significantly underestimated. However,
at a regional scale some of these distortions may be offsetting.
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Information Output
Tabulated land use data aggregated at the census tract level is of
little use in an urban area no larger than the Linn County Metropolitan Area.
The collection, assembly, and analysis of data as part of the Linn County
Planning Commission's continuing planning program is conducted at a lower
level of areal aggregation, the traffic zone. Imagery interpreted results
• '
were restructured according to these smaller zones, 100 in number. This
quantification of areas by use was better suited to the on-going activities
of the Planning Commission than was the same information aggregated by
census tracts. The results appear in Table 4. However, at this smaller
unit of description the potential distortions indicated previously to an even
greater extent diminish the reliability of the land use data for any particular
areal unit of aggregation.
Alternatives to Meet Local Planning Agency Needs
An alternative one digit land use classification (Table 5) has been
proposed by the Linn County Regional Planning Commission. The Commis-
sion feels that this classification would better meet their specific needs
than the current schema. These categories were developed from a
modified three-digit Standard Land Use Code currently being used in a land
use inventory of the Linn County Transportation Study area. (The modified
code has seventeen generalized categories.)
The ability to utilize the proposed classification in a remote sensing
context is also assessed in the table. In addition to the degree of difficulty
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of identification specified, there are other problems with regard to the
proposed classification. It is extremely difficult to separate activities into
some of the proposed classes, particularly retail and commercial. This is
ajlso true with industrial, wholesale and for warehouses. For example, it
i:s often difficult to identify a modem light industrial plant as an industrial
land use.
Graphic Materials and Evaluation
Subsequent to the imagery analysis computer graphics were prepared
of the derived data and of selected census data items from the First Count
Summary Tapes. The graphic output was produced using the SYMAP
methodology developed at Harvard. (See the addendum to this chapter.)
The evaluation of the maps produced received a similarly low
evaluation from Planning Commission staff, primarily because the areal
units do not match their program needs. At the visual level distortions
because of great variation in size of tracts was undesirable. Census
enumeration districts would probably be more acceptable in this regard.
When working with these census data and maps, frequency distribu-
tions were found to be of considerable value, even more so than the graphic
display of those values. The data-values and frequency distributions that
accompanied the computer output are of greater practical interest to the
planning agency than the graphics themselves, given the current limitations
of the scale, classification, and reliability.
-157- .
i
While the graphic representation of individual census data items at
the tract level does not provide great utility for planning purposes there is
a potential for computer mapping techniques when used in conjunction with
transportation models, urban growth models, environmental and land
capability studies, and housing needs studies, to mention a few. These
types of models and studies require vast data bases and calculations, and
make graphic representation of alternative solutions extremely difficult.
When conducting a study of such a nature it would be extremely productive
to have computer graphic output of the urban area showing the effects of
several variable changes in an urban model being used for a specific
planning purpose.
Summary Evaluation
This chapter has defined the methodology used in the Cedar Rapids
study. It also contains comments related to the classification schema,
production of the various graphics, imagery interpretation problems, and the
accuracy of results. With respect to providing data inputs to the on-going
activities of the regional planning agency the results must be considered
marginal. However, the agency was asked to evaluate products resulting
from generalized procedures, rather than from methodology designed to match
their existing data inputs. In general, if the techniques developed in this
project can be refined, especially if a more detailed land use classification
scheme could be employed, a smaller areal detection unit utilized, a
smaller areal unit of data aggregation, and an increase in the reliability of
-158-
output data, then these techniques could have significant utility for a
regional planning agency in its continuing program of monitoring urban land
use change. This evaluation, coming from an operational agency, should
be carefully considered prior to broad utilization of the classification and
procedures currently being utilized in the Census Cities Project.
-159-
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1. For a full description of the national project, see Wray, J.R.,
"Census Cities Project Atlas of Urban and Regional Change,"
paper presented at NASA, Third Annual Earth Resources Program
Review, December 1970, Houston.
2. The Census Cities project specified the extent of areal coverage
and the use of metric measurement.
3. Rectified photomosaics of the study area were not available at the
time of this work.
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Addendum: Graphic Materials '
The maps In this section resulted from the Cedar Rapids analysis.
Maps 1 and 2 are reproductions of mylar overlays while the remaining
graphics were produced by the SYMAP routine. Map 1 is the result of
photo interpretation utilizing the 9 digit classification discussed in the
chapter. Map 2 is an outline of the 1970 census tracts for the area covered
in the analysis Maps 3 through 12 present selected census variables or
derived variables from the First Count Census Tapes. The maps were
produced with a 36 inch width and photographically reproduced for this
report. Copies of the original maps and accompanying statistics have been
maintained at the Linn County Regional Planning Commission offices and
at GEOGAP.
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Map 2: 1970 Census Tracts, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
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Map 3: Percent Black Population
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Map 4: Percent Owner Occupied
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Map 8: Rental Vacancy Rate
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Map 10: Aggregate Value, Monthly Rent
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Map 11: Percent Overcrowding
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VI. IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF A SYSTEM OF
URBAN PLACES UTILIZING SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY
Previous chapters have emphasized urban land use and activity
analysis within the confines of the city. In this chapter interest focuses
on a regional system of cities and the remote sensing input shifts to
space photography.
i I
This chapter is divided into four parts: the first part describes
the goals of the research, outlines the techniques and methodology adopted
to reach these goals, and relates the task to previous literature in this
area; the second part describes the interpretation procedures and the
problems encountered in using Apollo DC imagery; the third part describes
the results of tests to assess the quality of the information which was
extracted from this low resolution imagery; the fourth part describes a
model for forecasting an expected pattern of urban places in the study
area from a knowledge of the approximate characteristics of the basic
rural population density over the study area; in the final section this
model is applied to the study area and the results are described and their
significance to the research project goals are discussed. Figure 1
presents the flowchart of the research project and will be referred to
throughout the report.
Figure 1
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Project Goals
\
One broad goal of the research was to evaluate the utility of
low resolution (approximately 300 feet) space photography to problems
related to the planning and functioning of large-scale urban systems.
Realization of this goal requires at the outset an understanding of the
quality of the information that can be extracted from such imagery.
While previous research investigated the question of the accuracy with
which transportation routes can be correctly identified from low reso-
lution imagery, few systematic investigations have been made to determine
the accuracy with which built-up areas can be determined (including
places smaller than 1000 population). However, a continuous monitoring
of such information would facilitate the resolution of many regional
planning problems. Despite the potential usefulness of information
concerning the location and extent of urbanized areas, present sources
of such information represent the results of a variety of ad hoc pro-
cedures that have been developed over the years. In other words, at
the present time, no comprehensive data source exists in which land
devoted to urban uses is distinguished from land devoted to other activities,
Consequently, many simple, though vital questions for planning are
never posed: for example one might ask, what is the quantity of pre-
sently non-urbanized land?; if a particular kind of "green-belt" policy
were to be adopted, what type of land is available for urban expansion
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and where can it be found? Unlike the urbanized areas of Europe,
where land control policies are characteristically discussed within the
context of the location of available land, most parts of the United States
are so close to a laissez-faire policy of land-use control that most
areas have not yet begun a serious evaluation of evolving land use
patterns on the urban fringe.
However, especially in the larger urban areas, the integration
of autonomous local areas into viable planning regions is creating a
demand for a more sensitive measurement and monitoring of land use
patterns. The possibility of a uniform monitoring of the pattern of urban
land uses quickly and economically, which is afforded by the avail-
ability of remote sensing imagery over wide areas of this country,
may allow regional planning and forecasting to reach previously unattain-
able goals. Using conventional air-photos, some of the larger metropolitan
areas are now developing descriptions of available industrial sites in the
2
extended land area surrounding them. Few areas have regularly updated
imagery of this kind, making such procedures difficult and too expensive
for the smaller towns. Space-level photography would appear to offer
an ideal monitoring system for such data if the resolution were appropriate.
Current land use maps, in addition to their normal usefulness
to planners, if available for a regional system of cities,would comprise
an essential input to land use forecasting models. Such forecasting
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has normally been limited to metropolitan areas though evidence is accumu-
lating that the spread effects of metropolitan growth extend far beyond
present metropolitan area boundaries. Many towns are caught unprepared
when these effects reach them. Towns that have previously felt no need
for serious land-use control policies suddenly find land-use change
all about them. Accurate predictive models for land-use change for a
system of urban places are needed to pinpoint the problem areas. The
greatest stumbling block to their development is the absence of
accurate time-series data on the pattern of urbanized areas.
Accuracy of image interpretation is often considered as some
overall expectation of successful recovery of a certain piece of information.
However, this expectation is clearly a function of a number of variables.
Thus the goal of the first-phase of this project was to identify the
variables which are related to the accuracy of identification of urbanized
areas and, where possible, to calibrate the mathematical functions that
relate accuracy of interpretation to the values of the relevant variables.
A further goal was to combine these variables in a discriminant function
which would be calibrated to yield the overall probability that an urbanized
area would be identified as a combined function of the values of a set
of relevant variables.
While the initial imagery - interpretation procedures were quite
standard (see discussion below), a further goal of the research was to
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utilize knowledge of the spatial structure of urban systems as an aid
in imagery interpretation. Too frequently, the image interpreter's
knowledge of the features being identified is regarded as interpreter
bias which should be eliminated wherever possible. However, if this
(knowledge can be systematized and introduced more formally into the
interpretation procedure, a significant increase in interpretation accuracy
can be expected. Traditional geographic theory concerning the size
and spacing of urban centers allows prediction of many of the characteris-
3
tics of such systems. Some of these characteristics are best regarded
as empirically derived regularities while others are deductively derived
from more basic premises. The present research indicates a need for
a variant on both of these standard approaches to the accumulation of
knowledge. Rather than predicting expected characteristics of a total
urban system, the problem calls for the development of models which
start with the distribution of urban centers interpreted with a given level
of accuracy and which then predict the location of other centers in the
urban system from this initial information base. This report therefore
develops and describes a model that could be used to provide the
imagery interpreter with cues that would facilitate, and thus improve,
the accuracy of image identification.
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Interpretation Procedures and Signature Identification
The Apollo DC imagery used for the interpretation was an EJctachrome
70 mm slide of the Atlanta, Georgia region taken in March, 1969. Inter-
pretation was aided by a 20-power microscope used in conjunction with
a rectified black and white photograph at a scale of 1:500,000. "Urban"
places were identified on the slide and their built-up areas outlined
on the rectified photograph. Two measurements of area were made,
and transportation routes were counted for each place (Parts I through
m, Figure 1). Table 1 summarizes the interpretation procedure.
On the imagery it is relatively easy to differentiate large bodies
of water, trending valleys, forest cover, interstate highways, crop
and pasture land, and the larger urban developments. The signature
for each is based on color, texture, shape, and pattern. Linear
forms are more easily detected in forested areas where there is more
contrast; whereas, in areas of less tree cover, both roads and rivers
are usually indistinguishable.
Exposed soil is easily interpreted by its red hue, caused by the
iron oxide present in Georgia soils. The problem is in deciding whether
the red hues represent quarries, plowed land, or new construction.
Linear red patterns most often are interstate highways under construction;
they may also be high-powered tension line right-of-ways. Urban signa-
tures vary according to the size of urbanized area. Normally a combination
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Table 1 : Satellite 70-mm Slide Interpretation Process
Equipment: 20 Power Microscope
Light Table
2 Steel Rulers
Clear Plastic Triangle
Ma sonite
Plyboard
Photography: One 70-mm Color Ecktachrome
Black and White Rectified Photo of Slide
Set-up;
The microscope and light table are used to interpret the 70-mm
color slide.
The rectified photo is attached to a piece of ma sonite with acetate
covering. One steel ruler is attached to the ma sonite and plyboard on
the right side (vertical) of the photo. Another such ruler is attached to
a triangle so as to form a crude digitizer for establishing an arbitrary
X, Y grid to reference places identified on the photo. Cover acetate
with mylar to be removed later.
Procedure;
I. Study color and texture of photo undfer 20 power microscope
II. Examine physiographic nature of region in photo - search for lakes,
drainage patterns, rivers, valleys, mountains
III. Trace apparent transportation network
IV. Large cities will have a color, texture, and shape differentiating
them from the surrounding countryside - locate them
V. Identify the extent of "built-up" area for place
A. Cropland is light green
B. Quarries and Construction are light red
C. Houses, buildings, pavement appear as off-white splotches, with
a grey sheen
D. Clouds appear as bright white, usually with shadows showing on
the ground
E. Large highways (4-lane) show-up; others may, if area is forested
largely; built-up area sometimes follows highways away from
central density of structures
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Table 1 (continued)
VI. Count number of dots under microscope of the area identified as any-
thing except A, B, or D above which is contiguous and appears
"built-up"
VII. Count number of distinct highways coming into or through town
VIII. Transfer to rectified photo (black and white) draw a line around the
area interpreted as "built-up"
•',
be. Mark over city identified on acetate covering 70-mm slide
X. Record on coding sheets the X-Y coordinate location for place,
number of trans routes, number of dots from imagery
V
ARE LARGEST
PLACES ALL
ENTIFIED2
Yes
Closely examine space between large towns for any dull
grey or white spots; especially following roads to
intersections, if possible
Yes ARE ANY
PLACES
Set microscope stationary on horizontal and make vertical
passes to check for cities (systematically searching
entire photograph (slide)
Yes
No
Remove mylar with penciled areas and count number of
dots contained within each area identified; code on
coding sheets
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of gray, dull white, and blue hues caused by the reflections of pavement,
roofs, water towers, and other building-types indicate an urban place.
The larger towns have a relatively distinct central city, although the
periphery often merges into crop or pasture land making boundary
decisions difficult. Identification of smaller places must rely on the
analysis of a combination of signatures, namely: openness, transportation
routes if visible, and the relationship of surrounding towns. The small
i
towns easiest to locate are in forested areas or areas of extensively
plowed fields. Pasture land, abandoned fields with scrub brush, and
small wooded lots present a problem for identifying the smaller places.
Difficulties Encountered with Imagery
Clouds appear on the photograph as distinct white spots,
sometimes casting visible shadows. Apparently, an excess of cover
by small clouds would hamper urban place idenficatioiav' The northwest
section of the photograph contained a few clouds, whi&hdid block
out portions of signatures and possibly even obscured small towns.
i .
One other difficulty hampering explicit place interpretation is
r> '
encountered in areas or urban sprawl. If one place blewids into another
with no visible boundary, then the built-up area is ove te-astimated
and the number of places is under-estimated. Atlanta o'ffifcrsithe prime
example of this with the interpreted contiguous built-up; arei'enclosing
twenty-six other towns. Marietta and Smyrna merge iiito one large town,
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as do Douglasville, Mableton, and Austell. This problem occurs seriously
only around the largest urban places.
Field Check
In April 1971, a field check of portions of the study area was
made in order to clarify some of the questions which arose during the
interpretation. Essentially there were two problems of concern — the
failure to identify towns of the same size in different parts of the photo-
graph (under-estimation) and the apparent over-estimation of the area
of some urban places.
(1) What are the characteristics of the area or of the small places
which prohibit their identification?
In some forested areas places with as little as 100 population
could be identified, but few towns under 2000 were identified in
cropland or pasture areas. In fact, of all towns less than 2000
population that were identified, most were in forested areas of the
imagery. Only 14 percent of the towns with less than 2000 population
were accurately identified in an unforested area.
Examination of several small places which were not identified on the
imagery suggests that several issues are involved which tend to work
against accurate interpretation. South of Atlanta the area is largely
unforested, yet in addition, the built-up areas of places are not compact.
Legal boundaries are over-extended and pick up scattered farm houses
making the population greater than would be indicated by the built-up
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area; in fact, the built-up areas of some places seldom consist of more
than a service station and grocery store at a crossroads. Tyrone (131)
has several buildings, yet not enough to show up on the imagery;
Taylorsville (253) in the forested northwest does not show up at all.
There was some difficulty in the Etowah River Valley of identifying small
places because of a combination of cloud cover and the farm and pasture
land in the area.
(2) What were the circumstances which caused identification of a
town where none existed or where there was over-estimation of
an existing town?
Duluth (1810) does not extend north to the Chattahoochee River,
yet it was interpreted as such. Accounting for this over-estimation
were large rectangular poultry houses. A similar situation occurred in
Bremen (3484y, whose interpreted area was equivalent to that of a town
of 9000. The southern part of the town has a large petroleum product
storage facility along the Plantation Pipeline, and the eastern section
has a large clothing factory, accounting for the over-estimation of
built-up area which consequently over-estimates the population of the
!)
town. r
!
In the Cartersville area, a small town was identified which
apparently had no real external counterpart. The field check showed it
to be a large steam-powered electric generating plant surrounded by
extensively plowed fields. An area west of Atlanta shows up as an
area under extensive development. Field checking showed that this area is
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an industrial park developed along the river with a large area cleared
off for construction. Subsequent photographs would no doubt indicate
any changes which have taken place since March, 1969.
Computer Matching of Interpreted Data
With External Information
Once the initial interpretation was complete, the interpreted
towns identified by X, Y locational coordinates needed to be matched
with their external equivalents. A polynomial regression program
was utilized to compare the X, Y coordinates of twenty-eight known
4
places on the imagery with their corresponding latitude and longitudes.
With the coefficients and constants suggested by second and fourth
degree polynomials for latitude and longitude respectively, a second
program assigned the remaining "unknown" places to their appropriate
external equivalents. Unfortunately, a perfectly correct estimation
of latitude and longitude is impossible because in the fitting procedure,
an estimate which is off by several minutes will mean several earth
miles. The program did indicate which towns were nearest the interpreted
point, and by comparison with a map, it was easy to identify the place
or places which correspond to the interpreted ones and thus to code
them (Part V, (1) Figure 1).
Once the appropriate place(s) was coded for each interpreted
built-up area, another computer program took the codes and created a final
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merged data deck including the ground-truth (Part IV, Figure 1) and
interpreted information for each built-up area identified on the slide.
Essential elements for this part of the study are reflected in the variables
on the merged data deck, namely: the area as measured on the rectified
print; the area as measured beneath the microscope directly from the
slide; the population of each place or combination of places; the number
of transportation routes externally derived from highway maps; and the
number of transportation routes interpreted from the imagery.
Accuracy of the Interpreted Data
The relationship between the interpreted built-up area and
1970 population was investigated. In this study area, it is not possible
to verify accurately the actual built-up areas of the smaller places.
Commercial atlases do not provide up-to-date maps or measurements,
nor do the occupants of the places themselves document this information.
A sample of 125 smaller places was contacted by mail with a return
response of 19%; but a question regarding an estimate of the measured
area elicited answers from less than half of these responses. Therefore,
verification of the interpreted built-up area measurements was virtually
impossible.
Although it might be expected that the measurement made under
the microscope would be more accurate than measurements from the rectified
print, in fact this was not so. It is cumbersome, if not impossible,
to outline the interpreted boundary of the built-up area of a place under
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20-power magnification. Since many small dots are being counted for a
relatively undefined area, the measurement is quite crude. For places
with less than 20,000 population the correlation between total population
and the measured area from the rectified print was r = .81. The correlation
between population and area measured under the microscope (without
Atlanta) was r = .32: the latter suggests that the area measured on the
rectified photograph is a better measurement of the actual built-up
area. This conclusion, however, is based on the interpretation of only
one person. It would be interesting to compare the interpretations of
different persons. The mathematical relationships between our measurement
of built-up area and the respective populations of places will be discussed
in more detail later.
In order to analyze the overall accuracy of place identification
in Apollo DC imagery, the proportion of correctly identified places of
the actual total number of places in each of several size classes was
computed. Figure 2 indicates the resulting probability of identification
curve considering places from 10 to 5000 population. The higher population
classes are not shown because there are no towns in the study area in
the range of 6000 to 9000 to be identified. All cities larger than 9000
were correctly identified (100%); in fact, all places over 4000 population
were correctly identified.
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FIGURE 2. PROBABILITY OF IDENTIFYING TOWNS
FROM APOLLO IX IMAGERY RELATED TO TOWN SIZE
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As expected the smaller places were less accurately detected:
this could be simply a function of the compactness of built-up area,
or as mentioned earlier, a function trf topography and Vegetation cover.
It should be possible to consider for each town several representative
variables: regional location, topography, population growth rate,
nearness of surrounding towns, in order to see what are the distinguishing
characteristics of a town whose built-up area is accurately identifiable
on low resolution imagery. It ought to be possible to calibrate a function
from which the probability of correctly identifying a town in any area could
be computed. The hypothesis was explored.
The accuracy with which urban places are identified from low
resolution imagery may be hypothesized to be a function of both the
context in which the place is found and of its internal characteristics.
For example, places located in forested regions appeared to be easier
to identify than those in other regions. Figure 3 shows that small
towns in particular were more frequently identified when located in
forested regions. For all town size categories the probability of successful
identification was greater for places in forested regions. A Kblmogorov -
Smirnov test indicated that this difference could not be attributed to
sampling variability, if one accepts the assumption that towns in the
study area comprise a cluster sample selected from a range of possible
sites any one of which might have been surveyed. Figure 4 gives the
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results of a test to determine whether places located close to the edge
of the study area might be more difficult to identify than places located in
the center of the study area where the sharpness of the focus appeared
to be better. Places in the center of the study area did have a higher
probability of being recognized than peripherally located places.
Differences were statistically significant at a conservative (.01) level.
The number of observations was insufficient to actually calibrate the decay-
function with respect to distance from the focal point in the center of
the study area.
The degree of obstruction in imagery interpretation due to cloud
cover was investigated in Figure 5. For that diagram the study area
was regionalized into a "cloudless" region and one where cloud-cover,
thoUgh sparse, was a factor in interpretation. The figure shows that this
was a major factor in reducing the probability of identifying a place.
It had been hypothesized that places which had increased in population
in the previous decade would be more easily identified than stagnant
or declining places. Places that are growing often are strategically located
with respect to major arterial highways and other transportation modes
and often have significant construction programs; the presence of any one
of which was thought to facilitate identification on low-resolution imagery.
However, Figure 6 indicates that no statistically significant difference
exists in the probability of identifying the two types of places. Population
change in the 1960-1970 intercensal period was used in that figure.
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Figure 7 shows that places adjacent to larger places were, of course,
more frequently Identified. Figure 8 shows that the identification of
transport links increased as town size increased. Figure 8a indicates
considerable variability between adjacent town-size categories though
the systematic increase in predictive accuracy is clarified in Figure 8b
where a running average of the town-size classes is portrayed.
Mathematical Relationships Between Population and Area
The mathematical relationship between the interpreted built-up
area of a place and its actual population was investigated. Holz,
Huff and Mayfield provide empirical evidence which indicates a linear
relationship is the appropriate one in the Tennessee area; while
Wellar follows Nordbeck's formulation that the relationship is an
exponential one.
Intuitively, one would assume an exponential relationship
is appropriate because as population increases the built-up area increases
at a decreasing rate. When our interpreted data were fitted to an
N
equation of the form P = bA , where P = 1970 population; A = area in
sq. miles, b and N were estimated respectively as 4102 and .977.
With an exponent so very close to unity, a linear relationship is evident.
Note Figure 9, which is a scatter plot of the data. This result indicating
that as area increases so does population, in a direct fashion,
perhaps reflects a regional variation existing in the population-area
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reiationship since a linear relationship has been empirically shown
to exist in a Tennessee study area as well as a Georgia study area.
The area of the towns were estimated from the known (1970)
populations by least squares procedures using the functional form
suggested by Nordbeck:
> ,-r.NA = bP
with variables as previously defined. For the 64 urban places (populations
less than 20,0.00) the parameters have the following values:
A = .003954P'67181
For the 67 urban places (including the extreme observation of the Atlanta
metropolitan area) the values in the equation are:
A = .006976P'75401
A Model of the Urba n Distribution Pattern
To Facilitate Imagery Interpretation
Interpretation of low resolution imagery would be facilitated if
models could be developed to generate critical characteristics of the
system being interpreted. Such critical characteristics would serve
as cues in interpretation. With the aid of such models it is no longer
necessary for the image interpreter to presume ignorance of the phenomenon
he is interpreting. For example, as discussed earlier, research has shown
that all towns larger than 4000 population in the Georgia study area
were correctly identified from the Apollo DC imagery. A model that took
the interpreted information as correct and then predicted the approximate
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locational coordinates of other places might improve the probability of
correctly identifying these smaller places. In this sense image inter-
pretation and basic modelling procedures work hand in hand to improve
the utility of the imagery.
The basic concept of the model developed for this purpose is
that approximate locational coordinates of towns can be predicted from
a knowledge of the underlying non-urban population densities. Serving
this rural population with central functions is the primary purpose for
the existence of small towns in rural areas. The problem is analogous
to fitting a jig-saw puzzle during which the slow unravelling of the
basic pattern facilitates the identification of unassigned pieces. In
the case of a regional system of urban places each pattern is not
unique, rather it shares a large number of salient properties with all
other such systems.
Given the non-urban population density, the computerized algorithm
finds the expected locational coordinates of the places.
Service Points in a Heterogeneous Area
The problem considered here has the following general form.
Given a spatial trend surface function expressing density of demand as
a function of locational coordinates, determine the locations of supply
points and their number such that in the proximal area surrounding each
supply point approximately equal amounts of demand corresponding to a
i -201-
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given "threshold demand" will exist. By "proximal areas" is meant
areas containing all points closer to the given supply point than to
any other supply point .... for all supply points. "Approximately
equal amounts of demand" only are specified since it is suspected that
one cannot simultaneously impose a constraint that equal capacity exist
at each supply point and a constraint that tributary populations be distance
minimizing in their patronage of supply points unless the distribution
o
of demand through space is uniform. In response to this problem,
earlier studies have either modified boundaries to meet capacity con-
9
straints, or have ignored the capacity constraint in order that total
distance separation between consumers and supply points could be
minimized. However, for many substantive applications, boundary
modifications are not appropriate since patronage of the points in question
is the result of free choice. Therefore, the approach used is to develop
an algorithm in which substantively meaningful boundary definitions are
used and then to minimize the variability in tributary area demand around
a specified demand norm. In the tests of the algorithm discussed below,
a distance-minimizing concept for boundary definition is used, though
with some modification the algorithm could be used with alternative
boundary defining concepts.
The algorithm developed here appears to differ from previous ones
(with the exception of that of Tobler), in three respects. Firstly, it
is developed for application to continuously distributed demand density
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functions over space rather than with discrete data that have been aggregated,
often arbitrarily, into groups prior to allocation. Secondly, it is most
suited for determining the location of a large number of service points
(several hundred) rather than with a few points. Alternative algorithms
perform very well for small numbers of service points but because of their
iterative, combinatorial approach, are ill-suited for solving allocation
problems involving the simultaneous relocation of several hundred
12
service points from many thousand sub-areas to be served. Thirdly,
though its accuracy appears to be high, it uses only small amounts of
computer time to effect a solution for several hundred points. In both
these respects it may be regarded as a complimentary algorithm to the
location-allocation algorithms discussed above which rapidly become
intractable where the number of points to be located and the number of
sub-areas is large. The algorithm is related to that of Tobler which
transforms locational coordinates so that equal areas in the space so
produced have equal populations, whereas the algorithm described
i '
below estimates expected interpoint distances in the original space
• ' 13
such that areas surrounding the points will have equal populations.
1 j •
General Features of the Solution Algorithm
•' \ '
The proposed technique for solution is an iterative one,which,
by making successive adjustments to an initial (uniform) configuration
<• • '
of points, derives the best two-dimensional configuration that satisfies
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a ket of computed expected interpoint distances. In this respect the
algorithm belongs to the general class of multidimensional scaling
14
algorithms. It may be regarded as a transformation which maps each
trial point into a new trial point.
The expected distances are estimates of what the distances
between neighboring points would be if the local population density
prevailed throughout the area, the points were located in a triangular
lattice, and the natural tributary areas around each point contained
populations that were equal to threshold demand. After the configuration
of points has been adjusted to reflect these distances (by the conver-
gence process described below), revised estimates of the interpoint
distances are computed. It is necessary to compute revised distance
estimates as the iterations proceed since the points move across
the density of demand surface during the iterations. With respect
to the latter procedure, the algorithm appears to be quite different from
other multidimensional scaling approaches. Since the goodness of fit
measures that are used rely on the degree to which the distances in the
resulting configuration of points correspond with the estimated interpoint
distances, were these not representative of the local population densities
where the points are located at the close of the iterations, such measures
could not be used to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. Iteration
proceeds until the distribution of points is most optimal with respect to
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the non-uniform population distribution. Criteria for ensuring that the
optimal pattern is reached are discussed below.
Estimating the Number of Service Points
The first step in the algorithm is to estimate the number of
points that will be needed to service the study area. It is assumed
that a population density function over the space of the study area
has been defined and that a given number of people (threshold) are to
be serviced from each point. In this step the total population of
the study area is estimated by computing population density for small
units of area and thus the population of those areas and summing over
the study area. Dividing this total by the threshold size gives the
number of points to be distributed. This number of points is then
located in a uniform pattern according to a triangular lattice in which
all interpoint distances are equal (Figure 10).
Deriving the Estimated Interpoint Distances
The object of the estimated interpoint distances is to express
the expected distances between neighboring points that would leave
the points with a tributary area surrounding them with purchasing
power approximately equal to threshold demand. These distances
can be derived from some of the elementary properties of hexagonal
lattices. These have been reviewed by Dacey who has also stated
the relationship between distances between adjacent centers and the area
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Fig. 10 The Triongular Point Lattice for First Iteration
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of the Dtrichlet regions In such lattices. He states that:
On the hexagonal lattice the area, H, of
Dirichlet regions with distance t between
centers of adjacent regions is , _
H = t2(3/2)2. ---------------------------- (1)
If, for any location, the population density is known, then the area
of the tributary area needed to supply threshold can be computed
(assuming that the population density is constant over the local
area surrounding the location in question) . The area required to
support the mth good is:
H = T^fy + p.)/2) ---------------------- (2)
where p. and p. are respectively the population densities for locations
i and j for which an estimate of expected interpoint distance is required.
Woldenberg has pointed out that formula (1) above is incorrect and
should be:
H =V$/2t2 ------------------------------ (3)
and thus
- --------- -(4)
The estimated distances (d* ) between market centers in the area
for which average population density is (P. + P.)/2 is thus:
For a plain of non-uniform population density, the lattice of the confi-
guration of points being constructed is, of course, not hexagonal
and therefore equation (5) does not apply. However, the intent is
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to construct a configuration of points that is as close to a hexagonal
lattice as possible in the local area ;— even though over the larger region
distortions of the lattice may be pronounced. For this reason equation
(5) gives the most suitable approximation to the required distances.
Calculating Local Population Density (p.)
Assume that a continuous function exists for population density
over area g(x,y). For any set of locations in this area, tributary areas
may be defined by thiesson polygons (the classical distance-minimizing
postulate), by generalized distance-decay functions ; or t>y space
20preference functions. For all tributary areas so defined, both areas
and population may be estimated. Thus p and p. may be computed for
all places. From the computed values of interpdint distance (d*) the
locational coordinates of the towns are derived from the method described
• **:
below. K,"
Deriving the New Configuration
The role of the d* is that they are target distances to which a
two dimensional set of points should be fitted. Of the several methods
available, the one proposed is adapted from the literature of multi-
21dimensional scaling. In this discussion the d* distances are referred
to as the estimated interpoint distances and the distances computed
from the location coordinates of the towns are referred to as the con-
figuration distances (d ).
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At each iteration each point is moved to a new position. The
amount and the direction of the move is made to depend upon the
differences between the configuration interpoint distances and the
estimated interpoint distances (d*) that take account of the variable
population density surface.
Configuration distances are:
a=l
where x is the projection of the ith point on axis a. For example,ia
if d.. is larger than d* then point i is moved toward point j by an
amount proportional to the size of the difference — and vice-versa .
Each point will have associated with it six correction vectors, one
for each of the six neighbors. The mean correction vector for any
point on any axis is then added to that point on that axis. When
this process is completed for all points on all axes a new configuration
exists .
The correction vector is defined as:
clja •«<"« - d&> *ja - xia)/d« ----------- (7>
where rt is a constant of proportionality, and x is the projection ofia
point i_ on axis a_.
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The mean correction vector is thus:
c
 '
 (d
 -
 d> <X - X > / dia l ij J ia i a l j
where the j subscripts refer to each of the k near neighbors of point i,
The new position of point i. on axis a is given by:
x,
1
 = x, + c, --------------------- '• ------ (9)ia ia ia
The projections x describe a new configuration, one that shouldia
fit more closely the estimated interpoint distances that show the
configuration's adjustment to the non-uniform density surface.
Goodness of Fit Criteria
One index of goodness of fit is the extent to which the distances
in the new configuration compare with the estimated distances. An
index (S ,) can be constructed that will systematically decrease withd
each iteration if the configuration distances fit more closely the estimated
distances .
i; i: (d - d*.)
s = / j=i 1=1 1] 13 (10)d
 ' n—k ~2
A i- dij
where the j index refers to all n points in the study area and the i index
refers to the k near neighbors of the jth point.
While S, is a useful index for controlling the iterative process,d
a more appropriate final goodness-of-fit criteria is the degree to which
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the populations of the tributary areas differ from the specified population
norm (Raw ,D ).J P
(11)j P
where .P. is the population of the tributary area of the ith point after
the jth iteration; T is the threshold population norm for the mth good
and n is the number of tributary areas completely contained in the
study area.
In so far as the tributary areas surrounding points on a final
configuration developed in a heterogeneous area deviate in shape
i
from the hexagonal figure, the estimated distances between points
will be systematically under-estimated since their estimation
assumed a perfect triangular lattice. When the lattice is distorted
interpoint distances have to be somewhat larger than expected from theory
in order for the tributary areas to realize threshold population. This
systematic bias will yield the relationship'(that can be empirically
confirmed):
n :
i=l < Tm • (12)
n
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In vieWj of this bias, the variability of the population sizes of the
tributary areas may be measured directly as:
n
 _ 2St. Dev. .D =/ i ( .P . - .P) — (13)
3 P /
 i=l 3 x 3 •
n
Only when the final tributary areas are compact in shape will
Raw .D -™- St. Dev. .D . Always Raw ,D -^ St.Dev. D . InJ P J P J P . j P
the classic central place solution (on a uniform plain), both Raw D
and S, will equal zero.
Though the variability of tributary populations after the final
iteration is a measure of goodness-of-fit, it is nevertheless a raw
measure of fit since it is unrelated to the initial population variability
for the uniform distribution of points. Traditional goodness-of-fit
criteria requires a statement of the degree to which the initial variance
is reduced by the employment of the model. Thus the square root of the
ratio of the remaining variance to original variance may be computed
and called normalized D .P
n
r ( . P . - T )2
i m
Normalized D = 1 -/
P / n
'°
Pi
 -
 2
In addition to the desire to minimize the variability of the
tributary populations we also wish to achieve maximum packing density of
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the primitive Dirichlet regions. Dacey has defined density of packing
as "the ratio of the area of a circle to the area of the polygon in which
the circle is inscribed ... the tessellation of regular hexagons has
the maximum packing density, the density beinglT/ATlZ = .9069 ...,
22Thue (1892)."
Computerized Version of the Algorithm
The five steps described above were programmed for computer
solution. Tests were made for four trend surface functions of increasing
degrees of complexity. The results are summarized in Table 2
and in Figures 11 - 19. On all trials the change in stress value
(Figure 19) shows a systematic decline indicating smooth convergence
in the adjustments to the initial configuration in the direction of the
.<
final goal. The results show that the more spatially complex the
trend surface functions and the greater the variability of population
density in the area, the higher the stress values after a comparable
number of iterations. Figure 15, for example, shows the distribution
of population density peaking in two areas of the map from a high
of ten persons per unit area to a low of 1.5. The high stress values
shown in Figure 19 (third trial) illustrates the difficulty of solving the
problem for such a complex density surface. In all cases the population
sizes of the tributary areas are close to the respective threshold values
though it was noted that the more distorted the tributary areas (see
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TARLE 2: SUMMARY RESULTS OF TESTS OF THE MAP TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHM
Trial Number;
Function Tested
1. z=Pop. density
x,y:Cartesian
Coords .
2. Number of pts.
3 . Number of itera-
tions
4. Initial stress
value
5. Final stress
value
Level One Centers:
6. Target Pop.
7. Moan Area Pop.
8. Raw Discord
(Raw D )
J P
9. St. Dev. Area
Pop.
10. Normalized
Discord
1 1 . Mean Packing
Density
Level Two Centers-.
12. Target Pop.
13. Mean Area Pop.
14. Raw Discord
15. St. Dev. Area
Pop.
16. Norma 1 ized
Discord
17. Mean Packing
Density
1
z=a+b x+b y
shed roof
204
15
.2679
.1126
1800
1641
220.4
153.2
.5985
.7129
. 5400
$902
48g6.7.
4Ja2.5
(P.
.5960
.7.077
65
.2679
.0357
1800
1793
65.3
65.1
.8811
.7629
5400
5382
133.6
132.9
.9214
.7568
2
z= a
-y/2 2
1+Vx +y
peak cone
247
45
.1660
.0532
3000
2970
186.8
184.9
.7530
.7236
9000
8938
538.7
535.3
.7587
.7211
3
1? a \
\ 2 2 /u
*l+x -ty '
/ a fl2
 2
\l+(x+b) +<y+c) /J
double- cone
442
47
.3723
.1651
2000
1818
435.67
396.3
.5181
.6393
6000
5453
1309.3
1189.9
.5158
.6404
4
z=a+b Isin xl+b [sin
I 1 ' 2 1
sin wave
384
40
.2082
.0575
4500
4346
322.0
283.4
.7299
.7342
13500
13034
984.7
868.9
.7280
.7312
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the measure of packing density) the smaller the population of the area
relative to threshold size.
As is common with heuristic algorithms such as this, formal
proof of convergence in all circumstances cannot be provided. Strategies
for speeding the convergence process by manipulating the value of
23
alpha (equation (7)) as the iterations proceed are being investigated.
Problems Encountered with the Algorithm
Though the basic principles used in the algorithm are simple,
their application in the computerized version raised several problems
that were resolved by recourse to heuristics. In some circumstances
it became clear that after a point had been moved, the original near-
neighbor relationships had been violated. Thus, if during an iteration
the left near neighbor of a point became adjusted so that it becomes
a right near neighbor, the algorithm becomes unstable. The likelihood
of this problem occurring appears to be related to the problem of controlling
the speed of convergence and the problem of maintaining a correct
relationship of the points along the edges with points within the body
of the study area .
The speed of convergence is controlled by the value of the
alpha parameter in the correction vector computation (equation 7).
The greater the "bumpiness" of the density trend surface the smaller
this parameter must be to insure correct convergence. After considerable
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experimentation constraints were introduced to limit the amount of move-
ment of any point during a single iteration to insure that correct relative
positions of points were maintained and yet to allow alpha to be large
enough to provide fast convergence. In most circumstances this
proved effective.
Efforts were made to speed up computation by solving for the
location of "high-order points" in the early iterations with lower
order points placed at the center of gravity of the triangles formed
between the next higher level points. Although the procedure did
work satisfactorily, the savings in computing time did not occur since
the number of extra checks involved for finding the higher order places
and their neighbors and especially for dealing with points in the
portions of the polygons around the edges of the area, appeared to
consume an approximately equivalent amount of computing time to that
saved. This procedure has therefore recently been abandoned.
Finding the near-neighbors for points — especially those
25
around the edges of the study area — proved to be difficult. In each
iteration of the algorithm the locations of all edge points are trans-
formed before the locations of points in the body of the area are
transformed. A problem also existed in estimating the populations of the
tributary areas on the density surface. In an earlier version of the
algorithm estimates were made by a process of mechanical integration
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of the density function over small sub-areas of the tributary region.
;
However, this method proved to be costly in computing time and introduced
errors of unknown size. The technique currently used is to compute
the area of theDirichlet region around each point by the method described
25by Massam and Goodchild, and to multiply the area by the population
density of the point at the center of the region. Clearly this is an
approximation too, with error increasing as the areas of the regions
increase.
Further improvements in both the efficiency and robustness
of the algorithm are possible. Future work will include a study
of the sensitivity of the algorithm to variations in the alpha parameter
(equation 7) and an attempt to modify its value as the iterations progress.
The stability of the algorithm might be improved if the matching of con-
figuration distances with target distances proceeded through several
iterations before new target distances were computed. Thus a two-
phase strategy might be more profitable consisting of computation of
target distances in phase 1 (equation 5) and satisfactorily matching those
distances in phase 2 (equations 8 and 10). The number of iterations
required to achieve satisfactory fit in phase 2 would vary from one example
to another and would vary during the course of the entire iterations.
By returning to phase 1 only after satisfactorily achieving the goals of
phase 2 would avoid the problem in the current version of computing new
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target distances at each iteration for a configuration that often does not
represent well the original target distances.
Monitoring the performance of the algorithm to identify unsatis-
factory steps would allow for backtracking to a previous satisfactory
iteration and recommencing iterations with, for example, a smaller
26
alpha value or with more attention to previous phase 2 performances.
Application of the Model to Georgia
Rural population densities for the counties of Georgia were
the basis for computation of a polynomial trend-surface function for the
State of Georgia and for the study area centered on Atlanta. Figure 20
is an isopleth of the rural population density and Figure 21 is an isopleth
map of the fourth degree trend surface function for Georgia. The parameters
of this function were the critical input values for the model described
previously. Figure 22 shows the location of the places that resulted
from application of the model. Note the striking resemblance to Figure 23
and Figure 24 which show the actual distribution of the towns of Geogla.
Formal comparisons of model results with reality are, of course,
possible. However, they have not been developed at this time.
The Inverse of the Model: Predicting Rural Population
Density from Urban Distribution Patterns
In some remote-sensing applications the location pattern of urban
areas will be identified with a high expectation of accuracy and it is
perhaps useful to note that the inverse of the model presented above could
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•
be used to estimate the rural population density map of the area, where such
information is not available. Equation (5) above predicts expected inter-
point distances between towns (d *) from the number of people to be
served (T ) and from the local rural population densities ((p. + p )/2).
m i j
Since T can be estimated and d.* is known, rural population densities
m 13
can be computed:
dif • Vu • 4/3~ ------------------------- -•- U5)
where p.. is the intervening population density between the ith and jth towns
Population density in the region of the ith town is found as:
k
PiJ ' '
T is estimated as:
m
n
P * . Q. /n —
where P.* is population of the ith town estimated from remotely-sensed
imagery; n towns have been identified and o-is rural/urban multiplying
factor (based on the socio-economic system being investigated).
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Co Delusions
This research has demonstrated that the probability of accurately
identifying the characteristics of a system of urban place's from low
resolution satellite photography can be calibrated as a function of
characteristics of the area being examined. The development and testing
of a central-place model has shown that geographic location theory can
be harnessed to facilitate the task of imagery interpretation. It is not
necessary to assume total ignorance of the area being examined since
formal geographic studies have proven that spatial regularities in urban
phenomena are highly predictable.
-230-
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Appendix A
Description of Map Transformation Algorithm (November, 1971)
G. Rushton, The University of lown
Step 1: Line Nos.
Define a population density function as a function of locational
coordinates.
Example: z = a + b. sin x + b I sin y (1)11 I <M I
Step 2: Line Nos.
Input remaining data:
(i) coordinate definition of study area;
(ii) threshold population;
(iii) total population of study area if known - otherwise this will
be computed within the program from the density function;
(iv) number of iterations of the algorithm;
(v) upper and lower limits for ALPHA — a constant that controls
the speed of convergence in computing the new coordinates
for the points from the expected distances;
(vi) a lower limit for population density (z) in equation (I) above;
(vii) specify choice on whether areas and populations for the
tributary areas at the close of iterations should be computed
and whether the locational coordinates after final Iteration
should be punched.
Step 3: Line Nos.
If total population of the study area is not known, estimate it by
covering the study area with a square lattice of grid points at a
distance apart of 1/20 of the width of the study area and by calling
the population density function for each sample point and assuming
that this sample point is representative of the square area around it.
Step 4: Line Nos. ,
Compute the number of points to be distributed as the truncated
integer value of total area population/threshold population.
Step 5: Line Nos.
Assume uniform population-density over the study area and thus
compute the basic interpoint distance in the uniform spatial
distribution of the number of points computed in Step 4 as:
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Hnsic Distance (BID) = /Area of study aron / /no. of points
Step 6: Line Nos.
Compute scale of maps to be produced assuming printer with 10
characters per inch and six lines per inch.
Step 7: Line Nos.
Calculate number of points per tier of points in the study area,
(INOP); find distance between tiers (for a triangular lattice of
points) (BB) — BB = (BID/ 2)/ (1 7/3); calculate number of tiers
(NOTI) in the study area.
Step 8: Line Nos.
Calculate X,Y coordinates for all points in the triangular lattice.
Stop 9: Line Nos.
Begin master loop ior normal run or come here if this run is a
continuation from the punched output of an earlier run.
Step 10: Line Nos.
Print map every specified frequency of iterations, on first three
iterations and on the last iteration. Write out the locational
coordinates of past iteration or of initial coordinates if this is
first iteration.
Step 11: Line Nos.
Move the locations of the points on the boundary edges.
0) find near neighbors for upper and lower edge are:
ID = (J - 1). JNOP + K
where ID is identification number of point to be moved;
J is the first or the last tier of points
JNOP is number of points per tier of points
K is an index that runs from 1 through JNOP
KK. = ID + 1 where KK. is first neighbor
KK - ID - 1 where KK7 is second neighbor£» £•
KK_ = ID+JNOP where KK_ is third neighbor from upper edge
KK~ -- ID-(JNOP-LL) where KK. is third neighbor for bottom
edge and where LL is (J if tier is odd numbered and
LL is 1 where tier is even numbered
KK . -= KK.-l where KK . Is fourth neighbor4 3 4
(11) cnll population density function for locations! coordinates of
the IDth point and record it.
(Ill) check whether corner points are being examined and re-
compute the specific near neighbors for them.
The top left corner has only two near neighbors (KK. and
KK_ as defined above); the top right corner has three near
neighbors (KK_, KK-, K K . , as defined above). The bottom
left has two neighbors if it is an odd tier (KK. , and KK.) and
three neighbors if it is an even tier (KK., K K _ , KK ). The
bottom right has three neighbors if it is odd (XK , KK , KK )
and two neighbors if it is even (KK , KK ).
(iv) Line Nos.
Call the population density function and compute it for the
near neighbors; compute the expected distance between the
IDth point and each of its near neighbors and apply the
correction formula to compute new position on both X and Y
axes of the IDth point.
(v) with respect to each neighbor, increment the stress counter,
i.e. add the squared distance difference between the configuration
distance and the expected distance.
(vi) Line Nos.
Find identification nos. of points on western and eastern
boundary edges and their near neighbors .
For right edge ID = J . JNOP
For left edge ID = (J- 1 ) . JN OP + 1
where J is an index of the tiers of points running from 2 to
the number of tiers minus one and
JNOP is the number of points per tier
KKj = ID-JNOP where KKj is first neighbor
KK = ID+JNOP where KK2 is second neighbor
Additional neighbors depend on whether tier Is odd and whether
ID point is on left or right edge:
When tier even and ID point on left edge:
KK3 = KKj + 1;
KK4 = ID+1;
When tier even and ID point on right edge
KK3 = ID - 1
When tier odd and ID point on left edge
KK3 = ID+1
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When tier odd and ID point on right edge
KK = KKj - 1
KK, = ID-14
KK = KK -1
O £•
(vii) at this point proceed as in (iv) and (v) above.
Step 12: Line Nos.
Move the locations of all remaining points
(i) find ID index of point to be moved:
ID= JJNOP + K+1
where J is an index of tiers of points running from 1 to
number of tiers less 2;
JNOP is the number of points per tier;
K Is an index that runs across the tier,
(ii) find six near neighbors for IDth point
KKj = (J-D.JNOP + K + LL where LL = 1 if tier is odd and LL = 0
when tier is even numbered.
KK2 = KKj + 1
KK3 = ID+1
KK = (J+1)JNOP + K + LL+ 1 (where LL is defined above)
KKC = KK, - 15 .4
KK = ID-1
o
(ill) call population density function for IDth point and for each of
the six near neighbors. Proceed as in (iv) and (v) of Step 11.
Step 13: Line Nos.
If this is the final iteration, find distance to furthest of six near
neighbors and also compute area and population of this tributary area ,
then proceed to Step 15.
Step 14:
If this is not the final iteration, return to Step 9 and repeat procedures
in Steps 9 - 1 2 .
Step 15: Line Nos.
If requested, punch the values necessary to pick up the iterations on
a future run.
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Stcp 16: Lino Nos.
Compute Goodness of Fit measures for the final configuration.
End of Map Transformation Algorithm
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Input Form
Card One
Trend Surface Equation: A FORTRAN statement expressing
density at a point as a function of coordinates (x,y).
• Example: z=a+b sin x +b sin y
where z is population density and x and y are Cartesian Coordinates
referring to geographic location.
This might be translated as:
FUNG (X,Y) = 2.+5. * ABS(SIN((320.-X)/150.))+5.*ABS(SIN((
500.-Y)/150.))
This card follows the DIMENSION statement within the program.
Card Two
REAL Columns
Smallest x value xx( l , l ) 1 -10
Largest x value xx(l ,2) 1 1 - 2 0
Smallest y value xx(2, l ) 2 1 - 3 0
largest y value xx(2,2) 31 - 40
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Card Three
Threshold population to be
serviced
Total population of study area
(le-ss than 10 if not known)
Number of iterations
Minimum value of alpha
Maximum value of alpha
Minimum value for population
* density
1 if areas and their population
are to be calculated
1 if final locational coordinates
and input values for iterations
to continue are to be punched
Number specifies how frequently
results of the iterations should
be mapped
1 when output from a previous
iteration is input
Card Four
NAME
THPOP
ICAP
IB
ICON
TYPE
REAL
INT
INT
INT.
1 - 10
TPOP
NNN
ALPH1
ALPHA
FFMIN
ICAR
REAL
INT
REAL
REAL
REAL
INT
11
21
31
36
41
46
- 20
- 30
- 35
- 40
- 45
- 50
51 - 55
56 - 60
61 - 65
This and more cards are input when ICON = 1. They are input
exactly as output in the previous run.
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VII. RECAPITULATION AND DISCUSSION
The work described in the preceding chapters was undertaken to
assess the applicability of air- and space-borne photography toward
providing data inputs to urban and regional planning, management, and
research. Because urban areas and city systems undergo continual change
understanding relationships among various elements is very demanding of
data.
Urban information systems are man-machine structures developed to
store and supply on call data pertaining to the growth and changing elements
of cities and city systems. To date much of the development of information
systems has centered on urban management functions, much less on research
needs, and only very minor development of regional or statewide systems
has occurred. The discussion in Chapter II reflects this bias concentrating
primarily on intra-urban concepts.
With the exception of chapter six which deals with space photography
of the Atlanta, Georgia Region, each of the chapters deals with an aspect of
urban data collection within cities. Cedar Rapids, Iowa and Washington, 5
D.C. served as study areas for the research.
The intra-urban studies conducted confirm the usefulness of remote
data collection methodology for some purposes but place it in serious
question for others. Particularly for daily management decisions the remote
imagery seems totally inadequate. For long term planning functions,
however, the current unmet data needs could be served in part through
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ndvanced photographic interpretation and analysis of urban variable
relationships. The intra-urban analysis conducted and reported on here
focuses on the latter aspect. The regression formulation utilized in the
study is suggestive of the possibilities for replicating census-like variables.
Conversely, the "systems of cities" context of Chapter VI does have
improved imagery interpretation as a direct goal of the research. A
computerized mathematical algorithm provides this component.
The analysis of space-imagery of Atlanta indicates that accurate
identification of the characteristics of a system of urban places from low
resolution satellite photography can be shown to be a function of the
characteristics of the area in which they are found. This finding and others
related to the analyses completed suggest that space photography can
become an important tool in acquiring information useful to regional planning.
These results could be of special value in economically developing
countries where secondary data sources are meager and the monitoring
function extremely important.
Perhaps the greatest thrust for increased utilization of remote
imagery will come when researchers recognize the potential for restructuring
the nature of inputs to urban and regional models. For example in Chapter
III Washington Council of Governments' data was replicated but with
limited success partly because of the parcel method of recording utilized
by the jurisdictions involved. Very detailed photography would be required
to replicate these files with a high level of accuracy. While such accuracy
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may be necessary for many management functions an urban model, working
with areally aggregated data, could function reasonably well with much less
precision in data inputs. The possibility of more frequent updating of the
data files should provide better opportunity to monitor and assess structural
change.
The cost and effectiveness of data collection methodologies would
appear to be a prime area of public interest. What are the alternatives to
dual management and planning information systems? Can a multitude of
local jurisdictions provide comparable and timely data or would the proper
scale and type of remote imagery provide more uniform and useful data for
metropolitan planners and researchers? Such questions have not been
answered by the work presented in this monograph but the research discussed
does point out the need for serious consideration of data requirements,
strategy, and alternatives for urban and regional information collection.
The final issue to be addressed is one which focuses on the
management strategy related to remote sensing research in an urban context.
Several different federal agencies are involved in one way or another in
funding urban oriented remote sensing research and coordination is lacking.
As such research priorities have not been established and continuity of
funding to research groups is not insured. Remote sensing research, like
all research activities, requires that individual researchers and research
organizations spend no small effort on familiarizing themselves with the
technology and antecedent literature. Very often initial funding is sufficient
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to complete only the learning task. Due to the lack of funding continuity
very often individuals and groups are not provided with the capability of
making substantial contributions. Rather, a great deal of this effort focuses
on relatively traditional research areas, the proverbial reinvention of the
wheel.
Research completed in urban data acquisition indicates that we are
at a point in time when large scale demonstration projects may be warranted.
Careful monitoring of such a project would begin to provide critically needed
data concerning the feasibility of implementing remote sensing technology
in an operational context. Further demonstration projects can provide cost
data about the operational utilization of remote sensing techology which is
currently lacking.
Finally, it should be noted that greater emphasis should be placed
on automatic data processing. While urban data acquisition is extremely
complex the need for such processing will be required if large scale
adoption of this technology is to come about. Automatic processing will,
if technically feasible, greatly alter cost parameters associated with
utilizing urban data acquired through remote sensing techniques.
